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Abstract

This report presents the principles, practices, terminolo- and A-, B-, and C-scans. Computer-based topics in-
gy, and technology of computer-based ultrasonic testing dude sampling, digitization, signal analysis, image pre-
fer inservice inspection (UT/ISI) of nuclear power sentation, SAFT, ultrasonic holography, transducer
plants, with extensive use of drawings, diagrams, and arrays, and data interpretation. An evaluation method-
UT images. The presentation is technical but assumes elegy for computer-based UT/ISI systems is presented,
limited specific knowledge of ultrasonics or computers, including questions, detailed procedures, and test block
The report is divided into 9 sections covering conven- designs. Brief evaluations of several computer-based
tional UT, computer-based IYl", and evaluation method- UT/ISI systems are given; supplementary volumes will
elegy. Conventional UT topics include coordinate axes, provide detailed evaluations of selected systems.
scanning, instnanent operation, RF and video signals,
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Summary

This report provides a framework for reviewing and geometries, do multiple scans at different angles in
evaluating computer-based ultrasonic inservice inspec- order to look under obstructing surface features, and
tion systems, operate multiple transducers concurrently.

Computer-based ultrasonic inspection (UT) is based on Tran_d¢cerArrays describes the use of multiple inde-
the same technology as conventional (i.e., manual and pendent transducers and phased transducer arraysto
automated) UT, with the capabilities of enhance or speed up computer-based inspections.

• more sophisticated scanning control Data Acquisition discusses the transformation of data
• more sophisticated instrument control from the domain of real-time ultrasonic and electrical
• remote operation signals into stored computer information. It is the
• digitization of data most noticeable difference between conventional and
• magnetic storage of data computer-based UT. The terminology, the methods of
• signal analysis data acquisition, and the methods of data validation are
• image analysis different from those used in conventional UT.

Review and evaluation of computer-based ultrasonic Image Processing and Display involves presenting and
inservice inspection (UT/ISI) systems require under- combining data from many points. It enables viewing
standing the principles, practices, and terminology of UT indications from multiple space and time perspec-
both conventional ultrasonics and computer-based fives, enhancing the repeatability and sophistication of
capabilities. The material is organized under the fol- evaluation. Image analysis has no analogue in conven-
lowing topics: tional UT.

Conventional UT comprises the methods and terminol- Data Anal_is and Inte_retatign discusses the require-.
ogy in the field of ultrasonics that are not spedalized to ments for manual analysis and interpretation of the
computer enhancements. This section describes instru- data taken by the computer-based system. It also pro-
ment_ transducers, scanners, and the conventional jects future requirements and directions in this area.
recording and interpretation of data.

Evaluation contains analyses of a number of computer-
Computer-based UT: General Description sets out the based UT systems described in the technical literature.
general facts and methods of computer-based UT that
distinguish it from conventional UT, and introduces Glossary contains definitions and explanations of LIT
terminology and concepts of computerization, and computer terminology relevant to computer-based

UT/ISI systems.
Scannin_ Motions includes the linear and rotational

modes used in conventional UT, with the addition of Appendix A presents a method for characterization of
variable control over the angle of the transducer. With computer-based UT/ISI systems.
a computer in direct control of these motions, it is also
possible to change sample spacing within a scan or Supplements to the report will provide detailed charac-
index between scans, maintain normality over complex terizatious of selected UT/ISI systems, using the meth-

od described in Appendix A.
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1.0 Introduction

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Computer-based ultrasonic inspection technology pro-
requested the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)_ to rides two powerful features to overcome these human
provide an introduction to computer-based inservice limitations. First, it provides the ability to integrate all
inspection technology and a description of selected data collected during an examination. The integration
computer-based systems. This report documents that is generally accomplished by displaying the acquired
information. A glossary of key terms is provided, data in an image. Using an image of all ultrasonic data

collected during a scan, the analyst may look for pat-
Computer-based ultrasonic inspection (computer-based terns in the data that are not discernible during manual
UT) uses a combination of ultrasonics, mechanics, and examination. The second feature of computer-based
computer technology to perform inspections, acquire technology is that raw data are stored permanently.
and store data, and analyze and interpret the results. This feature allows analysis by more than one person
Computer-based UT provides faster and more repeat- or supplemental processing to provide additional infor-
able inspections than conventional (i.e., manual or marion to the analyst. Discussion of the presentation
automated) UT, improves record-keeping, and intro- and interpretation of images forms a large part of the
duces superior possibilities of data interpretation and text of this report.
review.

Computerization also modifies the exposure of inspec-
This report descn'bes computer-based inspection tech- tion personnel to radiation. Computerization enables
nology under the following headings: the operator to be located remotely from the scanned

component durL_gthe scanning process. It reduces the
• conventional ultrasonics (Section 2) need for reinspecfion, by allowing more complete re-
• computer-based ultrasonics: general description cords to be taken during the initial scanning. It allows

(Section 3) the scanning to be performed faster, since the mechani-
• scanning motions (Section 4) cal scanner is more precise than manual movement,
• multiple transducers (Section 5) and electronic recording of data is faster than human
• data acquisition (Section 6) perceptions. It allows easier access to restricted spaces,
• image processing and display (Section 7) because the manipulator replaces the human arm and
4) data analysis and interpretation (Section 8) hand. Offsetting the advantages is the additional time

spent setting up the scanner in a much more precise
The major drivingforce in computerization of UT/ISI way than is necessary for manual inspections.
is toincrease inspection re"hability.Inspection setups
are more nearly identical from component to compo- Another advantage to computerization is enhanced
nent and from year to year, so that comparison of record-keeping. By the nature of computer systems,
inspections is facilitated. Pull coverage of accessible entries are restricted in scope and checked for correct-
areas is dependent only on proper programmin_ of the ness. The program never forgets, increased standard-
equipment, not on the field operator. Likewise, the izarion is achieved, the entire bulk of records can be
interpretation of data is more reliable. In manual quickly searched for items of interest, and electronic
inspection, the examiner must watch an oscilloscope storage consumes less space than paper records.
that displaysA-scan information. As the examiner
scans the test piece, transient information must be The concepts and technology described in Sections 2
acquired by eye and be interpreted. The reliability of through 8 are being applied by computer-based systems
manual examination is thus highly dependent upon the currently used for inservice inspection.
examiner's ability to analyze this transient information.

1.OperatedbyBattelleMemorialInstitutefortheU.S.Department
ofEnergyunderContractDE-AC06-76RI£)1830.
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Introduction

In Section 9, PNL's preliminaryevaluations of the The evaluations documented in Section 9 are based
following selected computer-basedultrasonic inspection upon information obtained from system vendors, a
systems are presented: literature search, a letter survey requesting information

from vendors, and databases from such sources as PISC
• Intraspect 1-98 (9.1) H, MRR, PVRC, and EPRI.
• UDRPS (Ultrasonic Data Recording and Process-

ing System, 92) Appendix A details the methodology for evaluation of
• Accusonex (9.3) systems.
• GE-Smart UT (9.4)
• Phased Array (9.5) A Glossary is provided, giving definitions of ultrasonic
• P-Scan (9.6) and computer terminology used in the report or consid-
• GERIS (9.7) ered necessary for reviewing computer-based UT sys-
• SWRI/I'AR EDAS (9.8) terns, and giving the meanings of acronyms used.
• AXIS

The detailed results of system evaluations will be found
The system evaluations were performed to determine in supplements, published as the evaluations are carried

out over a period of two to three years.
• principles of operation
• potential iimlt_tiol_ of operation
• reliability for flaw detection and sizing

m;P.EG/C'R-5985 2



2.0 Conventional Ultrasonic Inspection Systems

This section describes conventional UT and explains 2.1 Transducers
the UT terminology used in later sections; the Glossary

gives concise definitions of conventional as well as The ultrasonic transducer is a piezoelectric device that
computer-related terms. The term "conventionalUT' is both translates electrical energy into sound energy and
used throughout this report to designate those aspects converts the sound energy into electrical energy. When
of UT that do not depend on the use of computers, electrical energyis supplied, the face of the transducer

expands or contracts, producing sound energy that
A system design for a conventional ultrasonic inspec- travels into the object to be inspected. Anywhere the
tion system, along with the x, y, and z axes used to sound encounters a change in velocity or material den-
reference the scanner motion, is shown in Figure 2.1. sity, part of the energy is reflected. When this reflected

energy returns to the transducer, it causes the face of

the transducerto expand or contract. This produces
electrical energy in the transducer. Processing and

PULSE_ display of this energy enables the internal structure of
-] _ ! _ RECE,VER the object to be examined.

__ / /'_x I "STnt't_//] One inspectiontechnique,knownas immersion,is to

_L:_o c,n) (] o oo__ immersethe item to be inspectedin a tank

u (F'_,ure 22). The scanner (mechanical motion appara-
tus) then moves the transducer across the item being
inspected. :.

Figure 2.1 Conventional UT system
TRANSDUCER

The modules of conventional UT are the instrument,
the scanner, and the transducer (aho called search unit
or probe). The submoduies of the instrument are the
pulser, the receiver, and the display. The overall func-
tioning of the system is as follows: the transducer is

aRached to the scannerand connectedto the instru- ITEM el=ING INSPECTEO
ment. The pulser produces a pulse of electrical energy
many times per second. The transducer converts (or
transduces) _ electrical pulse into sound, which trav-
els through the part being inspected and returns to the Figure 2.2 Example of immersion test
transducer. This returning sound is converted by the

transducer into electrical energy, which returns to the Another inspection technique, called contact, is to put
receiver. The receiver converts the returningelectrical the transducer in contact with the surface, as shown in
signal into a form suitable for presentation on the Figure 2.3. In this case, a medium is needed also to
display. The receiver signal may also be used to pro- couple the sound energy from the transducer into the
duce, for reflections exceeding a predetermined thresh- item of interest. Usually, a light mineral oil, water, or
old, a signal that activates an alarm, or is fed to a plot- acoustic gel is used to make this acoustic coupling.
ter to produce a vim'blerecord of the inspection. As

the inspection proceeds, the scanner moves the trans- In some contact inspections where the item has a rough
ducer along the part. The details are explained in the surface that would damage the transducer, it is desir-
following paragraphs, able to keep the transducer from touching the surface.

In these situations, a liquid standoff can be used to

3 NUREG/CR-5985



Conventional UT

TRANSDUCE _._. COUPLANT
TRANSDUC

,,

I TB¢I BE I NG I NSPECTED

o,..=,, ///////////////
,TSMBE,N_ ,NSP_ED

couple the energy to the item being inspected, using a

boot or a column of liquid that is held around the Figure 2£ Coupling with a fixed angle wedge
transducer, as Figure 2.4 mustrates. A film of coupling
material (water, ultrasonic gel, oil) is then used to
effect the coupling of the sound energy into the item.
Another variant of this method dispenses with the

membrane; a constantflow of couplant is provided, 2.2 Pulsers
which runs off along the part surface and is discarded

or recycled. The pulser is the instrument submodule that sends an
electrical signal to the transducer. This signal is called/

r__e. -_ _ the excitationpulse or the "main bang."

- _" ; I- A spike pulser, as its name implies, produces a high-
voltage (50 to 500 volts) negative spike. It is the oldest

eoo-r-_ and simplest pulser, and is very efficient. It is oftenused for high-resolution flaw detection and thickness
measurement.

,eo /_,E
_ A square wave pulser produces a rectangular pulse

r- ,, _Lc°_L*'sr shape,usually negative, with controllable width, allow-
-J--- " "" ing more control over the shape and amplitude of the

/ / / / / / ///////// ultrasonic pulse, and more energy at a given voltage.
,xm _,_ ,,s_EcrEo The pulse is produced using vertical metal-oxide semi-

conductor field effect transistor (VIVIOSor vertical
Figure 2.4 Coupliug with a boeted transducer MOSFET) technology, which allows high voltages (typi-

cally 50 to 500 volts).

Another type of standoff is a solid material such as The burst pulser (also called gated continuous wave or
plastic. The transducer is mounted on this material, gated CW pulser) provides a gated sinusoidal waveform
called a shoe, and the shoe makes contact with the of one or more cycles to drive the transducer. The
surface, again using a material such as oil or ultrasonic number of cycles and the frequency are user-selected.
gel to effect the coupling of sound into the item. The A gated pulser is useful for very narrow banded sys-
shoe, illustrated in Figure 2.5, is very useful in setting a tems (Le., systems designed to use just one frequency).
preset angle of incidence for different angle beam F'_,ure2.6 illustrates these typical waveforms.
inspections. In this case, it is often called a wedge.

NUREG/CR-5985 4



Conventional UT

,,v, 2.3 Receivers

C_r_. v,_:1 I- 1¢_ V c_--_," The receiver is the instrument submodule that receives
_.o,_,,o,_y"_ ) _....t ..L , _,-,,a,._ and processes the electrical signal (called the RF wave-

form) produced by the transducer when returning= --_-)
eunsrP_.se sound waves strike the transducer. Other submodules

\ /_ ff_ c_._u.,=_ ,hat are associated with the receiver (and may be a part
l of the same physical module) are video detector,

,_,it_ threshold detector, gates, filters, reject circuit.

C/ T The wideband ultrasonic receiver amplifier is designed
rrr.. _=,._ for high-resolution applications. It is a low-noise re-

ceiver with a typical gain of 60-80 dB and a bandwidth
Figure 2.6 Types of pulses used in ultrasonic of 50 MHz. The input may be connected directly to a

inspection pulser for pulse-echo applications. The receiver output
is fed to a switch-selectable RF detector. The video
filter frequency is continuously variable, and a variable
reject control is also included for operation in the video
(detected RF) mode. The reject control is designed to
suppress baseline noise,and passes only signals that

The operator _lects the pulse amplitude, width or exceed the selected level.
frequency, and the damping or load resistance. This

selection is usuallybased on the transducer used and When peak amplitude and time-of-flight (TOF) data
the type of inspection being performed, are the only databeing stored, the reject function can

be useful in mlnlmiT]n_ extraneous signals. The receiv-

All pulsers may be used in pulse-echo or pitch-catch er is usually linear, with time-variable gain to increase
applications, as well as more elaborate installations the depth range. Some systems use a logarithmic am-
requiring the use of many ultrasonicpulse generators plifier to increase dynamic range.
and transducers. Figure 2.7 depicts functions on a

hypothetical square wave pulser. A hypothetical front panel appears as depicted in
F'_,ure2.8. Posu'ble front panel controls and ranges

DUAL-MODEPULSER are listed below.

'_ 1" "_ (*')l Function Normal Ranges
I(s°°)'_/" '°(s°>l F'dter(high-pass) 1, 2, 5, 10
L__o_, j Video (detector) Off, On

__ m.T.m. .,_ ,_ g,_t Reject Level 0% to 100%

_-_-m (_ _ Detector F'dter Variable,._ _ _ _ Gain -10 to +50 dB
(SPIKEBOOEONLIO tmnr

Where the transducer _ located at a long distance from

Figure 2.7 Pulser functions the system, a remote preamplifier is advisable. This
mlnimiTP45noise by providing 10 to 20 dB of wide-band
gain as well as impedance matching to the cable.

5 NUREG/CR-5985
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F RONT

P E C E I V E f:q ,,,,AIN SURFACE BACK

NG _E

GAIN FILTER VIDEO FLAWA .....

I.,oM lOi:iE,.l_:C'l"A

© © ©,2,
_ /-I, SURFACE FOLLOW GATE/

i_) INPUT OUTPUT _)
B

Figure 2.8 Typical receiver front panel
i

2.4 Peak detectors c q PEAK AMPL OUTPUT /l

The, peak detector, or gated peak detc'ctor, also called

th_ video module, is a signal pt_ ¢Jr¢uit des_ed TOF GATE

to isolate and enhance relevant signals. It uses a syn- A ..
chrouized timing circuit ('gate") and an amplitude
detection circuit ("threshold"),which are set by the D i
operator to determine the time and level at which the

peak detector should be activated. It detects the peak i
i

amplitude of an input signal that occurs during the gate i i

interval,and it outputs a direct current (de) voltage that E "7 '. i

corresponds to this peak signal Either the positive- or / TOF OUTPUT i inegadve-going peak (or the maximum of both) may be !J
selected.

Figure 2.9 Examples of A-scans used to monitor in-
Figure 2.9 shows representations of displays from an A-
scan monitor and an oscilloscope, specflon

Trace A shows the RF data with no gates in use.

Trace B shows the same RF data, with two gates acti-
vated: a surface-following gate and a peak amplitude Trace C shows an oscilloscope trace from the detector's
gate. The surface-following gate is designed to detect "peak amplitude"output: prior to main bang_ it retains
the front surface of the part, providing synchronization the value from the previous pulse; at main bang, it is
for the amplitude and TOF gates. The surface-follow- reset to zero; when a signal is received during the
ing gate is indicated by a lowering of the baseline, and active time of the gate, the output value rises along
the peak amplitude gate, by a raised baseline (thus, with the signal, remaining at the highest value reached.
duringthe time that both gates are active, the baseline
is displayed at the same level as if there were no gates Trace D shows the same RF data as trace A, with two
active), gates activated: a surface following gate, as in trace B,

and a TOF gate, indicated by a raising of the baseline,
that begins at the end of the front-surface signal.



Conventional UT

Trace E shows the output from the detector's "time-of-
flight"output: it is reset to zero at main bang, thvn
increases linearly from the start of the gate, holding the
value reached at the first signal, producing a voltage D _ T _ _ T C) R
proportional to the time from the start of the gate to _ "hUEOFFUG_'

the first signal "(t_)" 7_ "_o.2" _0

enables the operator to visuallyposition the gate to m_ .l"L'_)'m
"capture"thesignals of interest. A delayed trigger .c:_- '_'_ ,_-___.
(surface follower) mode makes the peak detector very ..L22.
useful for normal-incidence immersion or delay-line ._._ .,, .,x .,
tests. A special monitor sync output is provided, which u"c2_ _" _ __
allows a monitor oscilloscope to be triggered either at "lWO

the main bang or at the beginning of the gate interval _
These trigger signals are switch-selectable from the u_,.
front panel and provide a means of obtaining a delayed '_ ®_ cMr

sweep operation.

The peak detector may be set to respond after each
main bang, or to count a set number of repetitions, to
minimize the chance of a response to random noise. Figure 2.10 Combined peak amplitude and time-of.
Possible front panel controls are as follows: flight detector

Function Normal Ranges transducer holder. In order to understand the scanner
Delay 02. to 800/zsec axis motions, a word is in order about coordinate sys-
Trigger Delay 1.0 to 400 _ terns.
Gate Width 0.1 to 800/_sec

Polarity +, -, +/" " 2.5.1 Coordinate Systems
Out Mode LI1%LOG

Gate Mode Delayed Gate, Trig, TOF Many scanners are based on a three-axis rectangular
Sync Source Trig, Delay coordinate system, as illustrated in F'_,ure2.11. The

three axes are often designated x, y, and z, whence the
Several gates can be used simultaneously,depending on common name "x-y-zcoordinate system."
how much information is needed. Each gate can be

adjusted and calibrated by using the A-scan trace with The axes are mutuallyperpendicular ("orthogonal"),
the gate information either superimposed or multi- and intersect in a point called the origin. Each axis has
plexed with the RF information. At the end of each a positive and a negative direction, and coordinates of a
gate, the peak voltage or other information is sampled point are positive or negative according to the estab-
and held for trarmmi_ion to a storage and/or display lished direction for each axis. Some points are illustrat-
medium. Detector functions are depicted in ed in Figure 2.12.
F'_,ure2.10.

It is important to note that the coordinate system of the
2.$ Scanning Devices scanner is not generally the same as the coordinate

system used to describe an object under inspection. In
A scanner is an electro-mechanical device that allows the simplest case, the origin of the part is not at the
positioning and motion of a transducer relative to a origin of the scanner coordinate system, which means
part. The components of a SC_onnin_ device include a adding or subtractingconstantsto switch between scan-
set of axes and motors; a scanner controller; and a ner coordinates and part coordinates. In more compli-
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Conventional UT

axes; but in terms of eventual interpretation of ultra-
sonic data, the positions of these axes must be com-
bined mathematically with the x, y, and z axes to yield
locations in terms of part coordinates.

Scanning a cylindrical object, such as a pipe or the
exterior of a vessel, may be done in terms of a cylindri-

_"_ cal coordinate system. Figure 2.13 shows a system in
which the axis of the cylinder is x, the circumference is
y, and the depth below the surface is z. In this case, z
is not a scanner axis, but is used for reporting ultrason-
ic data.

Figure 2.11 Rl_'tangular coordinate system _
J J
1%J I

cated cases, the part may be rotated, or the positive [/___',. I
direction of some of the axes may be reversed. Such
situations can lead to di_culty in relating scanner data
to part features.

Often one or more rotational axes are used in addition
to the three orthogonal axes. For example, the trans-
ducer may be twisted from side to side and angulated __
up and down; the part may be rotated on a turntable.
In terms of scanner motion, these are independent \_ j

Figure 2.13 Cylindrical coordinate system

z (o,6,6)

_._ If the cylinder represents a pipe, and the inspection

(_ _, O, Y concerns a circumferential weld, then a point on the
weld centerline may be used for the orion, and up-
stream may be positive x, downstream negative x. With

(_' '_, 0) this convention, the scanner axes will bear one relation-
_' ship to the part if the scanner is placed on the up-

stream side, and a different relationship if the scanner

(_', Y, Z) is turned around and placed on the downstream side.The scanner controller may have features to account
for this change in relationship without hardship to the
user.

_" _") Robotics systems have a very complicated internal set
of coordinates, related to the motions of the joints in

Figure 2.U Coordinates of points

REO/CR-5985 S
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the robotic arm, but the use of the robot will be in 2.5.3 Transducer Manipulator
terms of a coordinate system suited to the object under
inspection: for example an x-y-z system, a cylindrical The transducer manipulator has the function of orient-
coordinate system, or a spherical coordinate system, ing the transducerfor the appropriate inspection taking

place. It normallygives the operator the option of
Coordinate systems are further discussed in Section 7.3, pointing the transducer at an angle and also rotating
in terms of ultrasonic image interpretation, the transducer. This can be modified to be a surface-

following, gimbal-mounted device: a shoe that rides the
2.52 Rectilinear Scanner surface of the item being inspected.

A rectilinear scanner (F'_u'e 2.14) will be used to 2.5.4 Pipe Scanner
discuss the different aspects, but these features are
common to pipe scanners (Figure 2.15), vessel scan- In the case of a pipe scanner (Figure 2.15) the incre-
ners, and many other scanners, ment axis is usually on a circle around the perimeter of

the pipe, while the scan axis is in the longitu"dinaldirec-
Lionof the pipe.

Z ROTAT I

,__--,.Y Z-AX I S TRACK
X "_" DUCER

" PIP__

I I "W'/ " SCANAXIS

-,,- INCREMENTAXIS

ANGULATIONTRANSDUCEnANOMANIPU-ATO_ Figure 2.15 Typical pipe scanner

Figure 2.14 Typical rectilinear scanner 2.5.5 Scanning Speed

The speed at which the scan can be performed is deter-
A rectilinear scanner, as the name implies, moves the mined by how quicklythe system can produce ultrason-
transducer in a rectangularpattern, which is normally ic pulses and record and store the data being collected.
two-dimensional,but can involve the third dimension. Scanning speeds normally range from 3 to 6 in./s, but
There is normally an increment axis and a scan axis speeds.from 6 to 10 in./s are attainable.
that can be defined in x, y, or z; for instance the scan

axis might be x and the increment axis, y; or, both y 2.5.6 Scanner Controller
and z might be increment axes. For example, letting

the scan axis be x and the increment axis y, the trans- The scanner controller (labeled "scanner drivers"in
ducer is moved one step in the y-direction and then F'_m'e 2.14) is an electronic device that contains switch-
moved the entire length of the inspection region in the
x-direction. Then, the transducer is stepped again in es, dials, and motor controllers to drive the mechanical
the y-direction, then moved back along the x-direction parts of the scanner. It may also display data from
axis to its original x-value. Data may be taken in both position encoders attached to the scanner axes.
directions or, to increase mechanical accuracy, in one
direction only.

9 NUREG/CR-5985
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2.6 Conventional Scanning and Imag- once, slightly offset to give a persFJectiveeffect, as

ing shown later in Figure 7.11.

In order to lay the groundwork for the wide range of /_,_ /_] lililliiiliiH]_liiiHiiil::..:::':::::':::::::::

i
imaging techniques available in computer-basedsys- 1 _ ................ t,,I, ttli,l,i,, ,,,terns, a few words are in order about the conventional 1..@. L__I l..... :.., .:_o,_,, -.o-o--o

methods of imaging and the terminology attached to j'" B-scan of part

them. P=r_ with two reflect.orG

2.6.1 A-scan: Time and Amplitude Informa- I " I

tion _ [-_l .. 4
In the conventional UT instrument, the basic display of c-escan of pexr't

data presents a line across the screen, representing A-scan of each ref lector
echoes produced by reflectors in the piece, at one

transducer location, Le., one point in the scan. The Figure 2.16 Conventional scanning presentations
depth from the transducer to an echo is represented by
its horizontal distance across the screen, and the ampli-
tude of the echo is represented by a vertical deflection 2,6.3 C=sean: Plan View
of the line; where there is no echo, the line is horizon-

tal. The general appearance of an A-scan presentation The most sophisticated conventional presentation re-
is shown in Figure 2.9 and (very schematically, in video cords the data from an entire planar scan (all scan
form) in the lower left of Figure 2.16. The detail of positions from all increment positions), and displays a
each portion of the A-scan is dependent on the tram- plan view of the position of reflectors in the part. In
ducer and on various instrument settings, this presentation, normally recorded on a piece of

paper, the length and width of the paper represent the
2.6.2 B-scan: Cross-section showing depth lengthand width of the part, respectively; echo strength

is indicated by darkness of the image; and data about
The next more sophisticated conventional presentation the depth of the echo along the sound path is not indi-
shows data from a linear scan across the piece (all scan cated on the presentation. Echoes at different depths
positions from one increment position). In this case, appear mingled together, and the part must be re-ex-
horizontal distance along the scan is represented by amined in that area to sort out the sources of the ech-
horizontal distance across the screen, depth along the oes. A C-scan is shown in the lower right of
sound beam is represented by vertical distance down on F'_mre2.16. The shapes of the reflectors may be quite
the screen, and the amplitude of the echo is represent- different when viewed from above than when viewed
ed by the brightness or color of the presentation: a from the side.
strong echo is a bright spot on the screen; where there
is no echo, the screen is dark. A B-scan is shown in
the upper right of Figure 2.16. The streaks are noise
from the system or from grains in the part; if the gain
is reduced, the streaks will disappear. The two distinct
lines are the upper half of the two reflectors; and the
lack of streaks below the lines is because all the sound
is returned by the reflectors, leaving no noise below
them. This is known as shadowing, and can be a prob-
lem if, for example, you want to inspect under a hole
drilled laterally through the piece. Another method of
B-scan presentation is to display all the A-scans at

NUREG/CR-5985 10



3.0 Computerized Systems: General Description

Discussion of computer-based ultrasonic systems begins automating the scanning process. The operator
with a system design as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The can specify the desired scan area by changing the
scanner is the same as in a conventional UT system, settings of scan parameters. These settings are
The scanner controller is inside the computer. The changed at the computer keyboard by making en-
instrument (labeled "flaw detector") is similar to a tries into the control parameter list. Besides
conventional one, but has computer connections. The basic data-entry capabilities, the user interface
computer serves as interface among the modules, and may provide graphical and tutorial assistance for
between the operator and the system. Records of the the selection of control parameter settings, or
inspection (A-scans, B-scans, C-scans, and other printed may use graphics such as two- or three-dimen-
records) are printed on the hard copy device, often a sional computer-aided design (CAD) drawings to
color printer, aid the selection of inspection parameters. The

system control function is discussed in detail in
A functional diagram of the system, which is the same Section 3.1.
for any computer-based system, is shown in Figure 3.2.
A basic block diagram is shown in Figure 3.3. • Data acquisition - accomplished by a combina-

tion of software, executed by the computer, that
The functions shown in Figure 3.2 are as follows: control the mechanical scanner and ultrasonic

data produced by the ultrasonic instrumentation.
• Controller - computer and associated electronics. The operator enters the parameters used to con-

The system controller provides the interface be- trol scanning motion, and the type of ultrasonic
tween the operator and the inspection system, and information used for data analysis, into the com-
synchronizes data acquisition with the mechanics puter. The data acquisition function is discussed
of scanning. The controller provides motor con- briefly in Section 3.2 and in detail in Section 6.
trol for

Hard Copy

Personal Computer

Flaw Detector

Transducer {_ *,
Pipe

Weld Crown ScannerTrack

R9102019.30

Figure 3.1 Computer-based pipe inspection system
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l___i__;!_| • Data interpretation - performed by the operator.
_,._ . _ __.,.., .._!:.'._!' _'_ . • :_ ::. :'."_:;"_.:.._._..._.:___::_

i._,_,._:._:_:.:_:] The interpretation of data is a vital but poorly un-derstood process in ultrasonic inspection. Unfortu-
- nately this holds true for computer-based UT as for

conventional UT. The abih'tyof the data analyst to

[i "_......._"_ _""".........._'_"_'_"_:_'_:_'_ correctlyinterpret information is a major factor inN N........__i_! defining the reliability of UT systems.

._._._:_..

3.1 System Configurations

The block diagram shown in F_n'e 33 depicts a com-

puter-based ultrasonic inspection system. The system
consists of a computer, a scanner, and ultrasonic instru-
mentation. The comeater (also called system control-
ler) sends commands to the scanner controller, which
gives detailed signals to the scanner drivers. The scan-

Fipre 3.2 Functional diagram of computer-based her drivers provide power to the scanner motors. The
aitruoak system transducer, mounted on the scanner, is connected to

the pulser and, through an optional preamplifier, to the
receiver. The receiver, in turn, is connected to a det_-

• Data processing and display- also controlled by tor, and the output of the detector is displayed on the
software programs. Section 9 descn'bes the optional monitor and returned to the computer for data
methods of data display and basic concepts in data reduction. The operator interacts with the computer

SCANNER ESCANN_R

i ..... SCANNffiR DR I VER_ CONTROLLERI ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,,,

PR I NTER O I SPLAY • , MASS STORAGE
KEYBOARD

Figure 3.3 Basic System Block Diagram

rp.G/c-5985 12



Computerized UT Systems

through the display and keyboard. The printer is used amplifiers. From the multiplexer, the raw RF signal is
for permanent visual records, and the mass storage channeled to a receiver, which includes a *Jme-variable-
provides both temporary and permanent electronic gain option and an amplifier that receive_control from
storage, the computer system and provides the dynamic range

for the di_tiTer. The digitizer replaces the detector of
._dlmodules except the scanner and the transducer may the conventional system and provides the capabilityto
reside within the computer, so this system can be physi- digitize full RF waveforms. Thus, the amount of data
cally configured in many different ways. has increased, and the system can provide more sophis-

ticated signal processing. A computer provides system
Figure 3.4 illustrates a more complex inspection system, control, arbitration between scanner and instrument,
The basic elements (scanner, transducers, pulser, re- data manipulation, mass storage of data, user interface,
ceiver, di_tiT_r, and system controller) are functionally hard copy, and permanent storage.
the same; however, this system is more versatile. The

scanner here is a multi-axis scanner with four, five, or 3.2 System Controller and Interface
six axes. Therefore, the scanner requires a specialized

microprocessor controller to receive program informa- The system controller provides the interface between
lion from a main system processor. Instead of a single the operator and the inspection system; synchronizes
transducer there is an arrayof several transducers, data acquisition and the m_cs of scanning;and
nece_tatiag a multiplexer to control activation of the performs data analysis and display.
transducers, and posu'bly multiple pulsers and pre-

DI=I I V BI=IS CONTROLLER

I i ' i

i
!
!
l I,I

ARRAY MULT I PL.IIXIIR

_____ _i'i_C_,;__
o,a,T,ze. I IvA=' A"'i

@ '

MA_..TORA_E _ COMI=UTIER I--"

°,__.o t_1KLIy'BOARD I PR,_.. I

Figure 3.4 Complex System Block Dlagra_
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The computer-based system provides motor control for these drawings of the two-dimensional part geometry,
automating the scanning process. The operator can all of the lines are entered in a fixed scale so that they
specify the desired scan by changingthe settings of scan can be related to inspection data.
parameters. These settings are changed at the comput-
er keyboard by making entries into the control The second method for system setup involves use of a
parameter list. The user interface may provide graphi- menu. The operator selects the system setup menu
cal and tutorial assistance for setting control parame- (for example by typing in the command _SETUP").
ters. The operator is then required to fill in values that the

system uses to perform an automated inspection.
3.2.1 Controlling System Setup Table 3.1 shows an example of a setup menu.

The process of setting up the computer for an automat- Typical parameters that must be entered into the sys-
ed inspection may be accomplished in two ways. The tem are discussed in the following paragraphs.
first method employed by some systems involves draw-
ing a cross section of the part geometry. As shown in 3.2.1.1 Transducer Parameters and Sound Velocity
Figure 3.5, the operator draws the upper and lower
surfaces of the part. The drawing generally includes After the system has been properly set up, the operator
the position of the weld crown, the geometry of the must enter the transducer and metal parameters.
weld root, and counter bores, when present. In addi- Figure 3.6 shows a diagram for these entries. The
fion, the operator can draw reference lines such as weld computer interface routines draw the diagram that
prep lines for added documentation. Some systems do explains the parameters that must be entered.
not provide for upper surface correction from geome-
tries such as weld crown and diametricalshrink. In

-1.0 .......

Weld CrownPosition
u)
(9

-2.o

- I:N

,-- -3.0
o

, ,I I I I I
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Scanner 'x' Axis, inches

R9102019.22

Figure 3.5 Drawing the part cross-section
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Table 3.1 Menu of control parameters The operator enters the angle A that the sound makes
ii i i i i i i in the wedge with respect to the normal to the surface,

the speed of sound in the wedge, and the length L of
*** P_iETERS MENU *** the sound path in the wedge, measured from the center
TRANSDUCER PARAMETERS of the transducer face to the e_t point on the bottom

1 - ANGLE IN WEDGE of the wedge. The computer calculates the delay time
2 - SOUND SPEED IN WEDGE for the sound to propagate through the wedge. The
3 - SOUND PATH IN WEDGE operator enters the speed of sound in the metal, and

4 - SOUND TIME THROUGH WEDGE the computer calculates the angle B of the sound in the
METAL PARAMETERS metal.

1 - SOUND SPEED IN METAL

2 - ANGLE IN METAL 3.2.1.2 Specifying the Scan Pattern

SCANNER PARAMETERS
X PARAMETERS The user interface provides a help facility for spedfyin 8

I - SCAN START POSITION the features of the scanner motion. The software
2 - STEP SIZE IN SCAN draws the part outline (F'_ure 3.7). The operator
3 - SM4PLES PER LINE indicates the start and end positions for the scan on the
4 - SCAN END POSITION part outline drawing. Then the operator enters the two5 - SCANNER SPEED

y pie_j_h_IETERS parameters that control the scanner: the increment
6 - STEP START POSITION between scan tines and the step s_ i. the scan line.
7 - INCREMENT BETWEEN SCANS At this point, the software calculates the scan speed,
8 - NUMBER OF SCANS the number of samples per scan, the number of scans,
9 - STEP END POSITION and the number of data points required, and draws the

DETECTION PARAMETERS inspection area on the part outline drawh_
1 - GATE START
2 - GATE END I

4.0-- -I-- Y End
RECEIVER PARAMETERS

1 - GAIN

2 - LOW FREQ CUTOFF 3.0-
3 - HI FREQ CUTOFF

2.0--
ii

4,1/i; , t
Wedge X 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Figere 3.7 Specifying the scan pattern

">'liB\ Metal 3.2.1.3 Specifying Data Acquisition Parameters
I
i
, The user interface provides a help facility for specifying

the gate start and stop times. There are two major

Figure 3.6 Specifying the transducer parameters steps in this process. First, the operator sets the gate
times for data acquisition (Figure 3.8). This gate set-
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I I I I I
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Scanner'x' Axis, inches

R9102019.29
Figure 3.8 Sw.ifying the gate times

ting is critical and must include the totadinspection If the system uses graphics, the operator can position
volume. F'_mre3.9 shows how an artificial reflector the transducer on the upper surface of the part outline
can be drawnby the operator on the lower surface of bymovingthe cursor. The software displays a tracing
the part outline drawing near the weld root position to of the sound path. Figure 3.10 diagrams a computer-
aid in verifying the proper gate times, generated echo that shows the positions in time for the

-1.0

Search Unit Position

(D
,.C

.__ -2.0 -- \ /

.L"
x \ /<:

:N \ I
'-- Reflector(D= \," -3.0 -

o'_

I ! ! I ! !
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

Scanner'x' Axis, inches

R9102019.28

Figure 3.9 Drawing artilidal reflectors
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1.0 -- (Main Pulse_Front Surfaceof Pad
II II
I_ ]_ Comer Trap From

J _._____ ArtificialReflector
0--

-1.0 --

I I I I I
0

Time
R9102019.27

Figure3.110Computer-generatedA-scanpresentation

indication from the artificial reflector that was drawnin design discussed. As an example, some inspection
Figure 3.9. The operator can use this display to enter systems may digitize only peak amplitudes, and not RF
appropriatevalues for the gate start time and gate stop or video waveforms.
time control parameters.

Section 6 (data acquisition) descn'bes each of the pre-

3.3 Data Acquisition ced functions individually and in a generic sense.

The process of acquiring data requires a computer- 3.4 Data Storage
based inspection system to:

Data storage means saving data on machine-readable
• remotely activate a transducer and receive data media that retain data when power is shut off. The

from the component being examined main storage media at present are fixed hard disk,
floppy disk (including microdiskettes), tape (cassette,

• remotely manipulate or scan a transducer cartridge, or reel), removable hard disk, and optical
storage. The fixed hard disk is a part of the computer;

• automatically record and store (i.e., manage) data. the other storage media are inserted then removed for
archJvingor transportingdata.

The specific designs of a computer-based inspection
system to solve the problems associated with these
three functions are as varied as the imagination of the
design engineers. The concepts discussed in this report
are general, and some systems may not employ every
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4.0 Scanning Motions

4.1 Scanners in Figure 4.2. A robotic arm provides the capabilityof
being programmed to follow the contour of a wide

A sc_nnin_ device, or scanner, is a mechanical arrange- variety of surfaces. In F'_nu'e4.2, the robotic arm
ment to remotely manipulate and scan a transducer rotates about the base, the main arm rotates, the short-
relative to a part. In conventional UT, the motion of er extension rotates about its axis, and a wrist function

rotates. The transducer itself is gimbal-mounted tothe transducer relative to the part is generally linear or
circular,but a computer-based system permits any provide movement in two directions.
desired motion, depending on the design of the scanner
and the requirements of the inspection. Conventional S¢onnin_ functions are becoming more complex, and
scanners (rectilinearand pipe scanners) are discussed scanners are being developed to handle more complex
in the section on conventional UT. structures. Specialized scanners can be fabricated that

provide very high-speed coverage of large areas or very
detailed scans of minute areas.In computer-based systems, the scanner may be more

complex than in conventional UT. This is exemplified
by the multi-axisrectilinear scanner diagrammed in
F'_,ure4.1. The basic concepts of the rectilinear scan-
her are still used, givingx, y, and z axis manipulation.

i:_kNSDI.
With the more versatile scanner, transducer movement JCER
is available in any of these directions. Agility is also
added to the transducer so that it can swing both later-
ally and longitudinally,and the entire search tube can
be rotated as well as moved up and down in the z axis. ,,/
A mechanism can be added to rotate a part underneath

the transducer while the transducer and the rest of the Figure 4.2 Robetic arm scanner
scanner perform scanning functions. This rotation can
be provided by either a turntable or a horizontal rota-
tor so that a variety of part configerationscanbe in-
spected. F'_,ure4.1 shows a multi-axis scanner with One very useful option that the inspection system may
eight axes of movement, provide is the ability to operate the scanner remotely

from the control system. To facilitate this capability, a

_._ joystick and sometimes a remote display are providedz-Ax, so that the operator can properly align the equipment
× to perform the inspection necessary. The joystick pro-

rides the capability of aligning the transducer, while a
remote display allows the signals returning from the
transducer or transducers to be adjusted to their opti-
mum positions. A communication link between the

_.-xx ,_ operator at the console and the operator at the remote
x-^x,s scanner may be necessary. Both audio and video are

needed to ensure that instructions are executed proper-
._,z. r_souceR ly and to ensure that the scanner is properly alignedROVAI'Om

"r_AIDI.E relative to how the data are being stored and displayed.

4.2 Scanner Coordinates and Scan
Figure 4.1 Multi-axis scanner Patterns

F'_ure 4.3 shows a scanner coordinate system and scan
A highly sophisticated system may employ a robotic pattern used in performing an inspection from the top
arminstead of the normal rectilinear scanner, as shown surface of a test block.



ScanningMotions

The scanner coordinates in this example are shown in from those of the scanner. Situations like this arise
the diagram. The origin is at one corner of the area to frequently, and are a potential source of confusion and
be scanned. X and y are in the plane of the surface, error. It is vital that the operator note the origin and
with x perpendicular to the scanner track and y parallel direction of the scan axes in relation to the part.
to the scanner track. The z axis is normal to the sur-

face of the test object. The use of an angle beam for this inspection adds
another complexity:,the relation between scanner and

The scan pattern is composed of scan lines and index part coordinates varies with depth. For example, if the
increments. The scanner positions the transducer at sound beam angle is 45°, then echoes at a depth of 1"
the origin and scans in the positive x direction. At the are shifted by 1",and echoes at a depth of 2" are shift-
end of the defined scan length, the transducer stops ed by 2" (this holds true if "inch"is replaced by "centi-
moving in the x direction and is indexed in the positive meter" throughout). Ambiguity can result if an indica-
y direction. It is then scanned back in the negative x tion is reported at, for example, position x= 5, y=4, z=-
direction until the x coordinate is zero. The process is 1.5: does this mean that the transducer was at x=5,
repeated until the y coordinate reaches its defined y= 4 when an indication was detected at depth 1.5, or
maximum. This type of scan is called a raster scan, that the position of the indication itself is x= 5, y= 4, at
and results in a grid of data, separated in the y direc- a depth of 1.57 These two points are separated by a
lion by the index amount, and in the x direction by an distance of 1.5 (inches or centimeters), which is enough
amount determined by the pulser repetition rate; nor- to make an important difference in the interpretation of
mally the rate is defined so that the x and y spacing of the indication.
the grid are equal

Scanner track Scan ner

[ Transducer Coordinate
pattern Object System

C°°rdimna_ Z
Syste

Z

Figure 43 Axisdefinition from scanner coordi-
nates (normal beam) Figure 4.4 Axis definitions from object and scan-

her coordinates (angle beam)

43 Scanner and part coordinates

Figure 4.4 shows an inspection similar to that of
Figure 43, with two differences: there are two coordi-
nate systems; and the transducer is mounted on a
wodge.

In Figure 4.4, the origin of the object coordinate system
is at one corner of the block, while the scanner origin is
at the opposite corner; moreover, the positive directions
for x and y in the object coordinate system are reversed
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5.0 Transducer Arrays

$.1 Array of Independent Transducers Another similar array configurationhas severaltrans-
ducersof different angle and frequency in a single

In order to reduce the time spent in scanning, a system holder, which is positioned to bring the desired trans-
may employ a transducer arraycomposed of indepen- ducer into play. The purpose of this is to avoid having
dent transducers. An example of this configuration is to change transducers, as for example in a hazardous

environment.
shown in F'_,ure5.1, which shows schematically an
arrayof three transducers. The transducer on the left
provides an angle-beam inspection toward the right, the There are systems using multiple independently posi-
transducer in the center provides a normal-beam in- tioned transducers that are not referred to as an array.
spection, and the transducer on the right provides an
angle-beam inspection toward the left. $.2 Transducer Phased Arrays

A different kind of transducer array is the phased ar-
ray. The purpose of a phased arrayis to provide vari-
able focus (dynamic focusing) or angle (beam steering)
from a single transducer array. In the upper left of
F'_,ure5.2 is a linear phased array transducer of 16
elements. All the elements have the same frequency.
If all the elements are activated simultaneously, the

arraybehaves like a single transducer of the same sizeas the array. If the elements near the end are activated
slightly earlier than those in the center, a focus is creat-
ed. If the elements are activated from left to right in
sequence, the sound beam aims toward the right.

Figure $.1 Array of three transducers

Phased arrayscan also be configured as rectangular
grids or as concentric rings, to provide other options

This array can be used, for example, to reduce the time for dynamic focusing and beam steerin&
and number of setups in scanning a circumferential
pipe weld that is to be scanned from two sides. For a Phased arraytechnology gives great flexibility to a
singie-transducer inspection, the scanner is set up for system, including the ability to change transducer char-
the upstream side of the weld and an inspection is acteristics without changing transducers, and the possi-
performed. Then the scanner is repositioned on the bility of scanning without physical motion. The latter
downstream side, and the inspection is performed on capability is widely exploited in the medical field, and
that side. With the arrayconfiguration, the scanner is finds application in the inspection of thick parts such as
set up to allow the transducer arrayto pass completely reactor pressure vessels and nozzles.
over the weld. The transducer on the fight is activated
when the array is to the right of the weld, and the
transducer on the left is activatedwhen the arrayis to
the left of the weld. The normal-beam transducer is

used to take data while the array passes over the
crown. This combination inspection reduces setup
time, and also ensures a known relationship between
the positions of indications from the two angle-beam
inspections. The in&cations from the normal-beam
transducer give further positional information.
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$.3 Multiplexer rides computer control of the array. The pulsers and
preamplifierscan be integrated into the multiplexer, the

The multiplexer (Figure 5.2) is a key feature in a trans- transducer array,or in separate units. The multiplexer
ducer arraysystem. It enables the computer to control receives instructions from the computer as to which
the activation of the elements of the array. In some pulser or pulsers to trigger to provide the desired re-

suits. The return information from the preamplifiers iscases, an array of pulsers as well as an arrayof pream-
plifiers is employed to match impedances and provide then multiplexed to a receiving unit.
maximum signal-to-noise ratio. The multiplexer pro-

__1 PULSER

N CHANNELS

PRE--
N- ELEMENT AMP
TRANSDUCER
ARRAY

N CHANNELS

REC I EVER : ANALOG N- CHANNEL
RF RF I NPUT %T IME ,.aC:ONTI::_3L

VARIABLE DIGITAL MULT I PLEXER
GAIN

CONTROL N- CHANNEL
LOG-L I N I N FF1CIM CONTROL
AMP COMPUTER OUTPUT

DIG IT IZER /

B-B IT _ COMPUTER

CONTROL

FULL DIRECT INPUT PROCESSOR
WAVEFORM TO MEMORY' CONTROLLEll

B B ITS OUT

Figure $2 Linear phased array with multiplexer
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6.0 Data Acquisition

Acquisition of data is of primaryimportance in comput- pie. That is, a new reading is taken each time a pulse
er-controlled ultrasonics. The level of detail and so- is generated (the sync pulse triggers both the pulser
phistication of data acquisition may vary greatly, howev- and the detector), and the output retains that reading
er. At a minimum, the system will record the axis until the next reading is obtained. Consequently, the
coordinates and instrument settings at which an indica- response time of the detector to amplitude variations is
tion was detected, and the time-of-flight and amplitude limited principally by the repetition rate of the system.
of the indication. At a maximum, the system also This is in contrast to conventional flaw detectors that
acquires and stores an RF waveform for every location can be adjusted to require several pulses to respond to
inspected, a change in the input, as mentioned in Section 2.4.

This also means that the system must use other means,

6.1 Video and Envelope Detection of suchas averaging, to discriminate against transient
RF A-Scans noise. The information from the detector is digitized

and made available to the system controller.

Some computer-based systems are equipped with a 6.3 Digitizersdigitizer that has a video detection circuit. This circuit
is a rectifier and filter. By software selection, the input
signal from the transducer can be routed through this In many complex systems, the detector is replaced by a
circuit to transform an RF signal into a video signal, digitizer. Instead of having the computer digitize mere-
The filter can be programmed to optimize the smooth- ly the peak amplitude and TOF, the entire RF wave-
ing output. Care must be exercised when using video form may be digitized. Depending on the system, it
detection; the output can be distorted by an incorrect may be processed and stored for subsequent analysis,

or it may be discarded.filter setting, and some loss of signal strength occurs,

even for a correct filter setting. Signal digitization is a very powerful and sophisticated

The system processor must be capable of transferring means of improving system capabilities. To furnish
useful data, certain requirements must be fulfilled.large quantifies of information directly into memory,

this is called direct memory access or DMA. The
faster the information can be transferred into memory, First, the digitizer must sample and digitize data fast
the faster the scans can be performed, enough so that the recorded information adequately

represents the signal. For all signals, it must satis_ the

The receiver may provide time-variable gain so that the Nyquist criterion, which requires a sampling rate great-
signals at all depths are at levels where the digitizer er than twice the maximum signal frequency, to avoid
preserve the maximum possible information. Some the phenomenon of aliasing (appearance of spurious
systems have logarithmic amplifiers to provide a greater low-frequency signals). In most cases, the digitizer
dynamic range, should take five to ten samples per cycle. For example,

for a nominal ultrasonic frequency of 5 MHz, the digi-

The digitizer in most systems is a high-speed digitizer tizing rate should be 25 to 50 MHz.
capable of digitizing full waveforms. Once the data
have been digitized and stored in memory, the operator Second, the digitizer must have enough bits to allow
must be given access to that information. It is also discrimination of features of interest in the waveform.
desirable to provide real-time information so the opera- Many systems use an 8-bit digitizer, which provides a
tor can monitor the scans for obvious problems such as precision of one part in 255, i.e. a dynamic range of
loss of signal or extreme noise. 48 dB. A ten-bit digitizer gives four times greater

precision (one part in 1023, or 60 dB).

6.2 Detectors The designer of the system must ensure that both fre-
quency and amplitude requirements are properly satis-

An important feature of the detector in a computer- fled. Otherwise, the process of digitization, storage,
based system is that each RF waveform is a new sam- and later analysis and smoothing may result in the
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presentation of results that look convincingbut are in
fact meaningless.
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7.0 Image Processing and Display

One of the principal features of computer-based sys- The shape and intensity are usually directly related to
terns is the imaging (or graphical display) of ultrasonic the ultrasonic or geometric characteristics of the origi-
data. These displayspermit the examination of the nal object; color may be used to represent various
ultrasonic data in a number of powerful ways. Most attributes.
important, inspection data can be used to form images

of the reflectors in the test object. Displays of this kind 7.2 Images in Ultrasonics
enable us to recognize and identify patterns in the data.

We now consider the data-taking capabilities of the
All computer-based systems can display plan and ele- ultrasonic equipment, with a view to relating these to
rated views of ultrasonic data (i.e., views from top, production of realistic images. The A-scan is very
bottom, and sides). These views are called orthogonal basic for the machine, but is not a realistic image, since
views. Usually, the part geometry can be displayed it presents a two-dimensional image of data taken along
also. In addition, color can be used to create special only a single line; it is as restrictive as a view through a
effects such as showing small amplitude changes. Dis- long tube. It is the only view available in manual ultra-
plays can show the effects of angle beam inspection by sonics. The combination of A-scaas into a B-scan or a
projectingthe data correctly with respect to the inspec- C-scan is more realistic, as in both cases a two-dimen-
tion coordinate system. Displays can aid in interpreta- sional image is presented, representing a two-dimen-
tion by showing the inspection coordinates and other sional slice through the object (B-scan) or projection of
information in a variety of forms such as axis labels, the object (C-scan). Both B- and C-scans can be con-
position markers, and header information displays, structed by conventional automated ultrasonics by re-

cording images on paper or a storage oscilloscope
Imaging requires specialized processing to convert raw during a scan.
numerleal data into an image resembling the actual

flaw. Ultrasonic data can be processed to correct for With the possibility of storing and reproducing informa-
depth and anomalies, reduce noise, and improve the tion digitally, other views are possible. A 3-D view can
image. For example, the system can correct for the be produced by combining time-of-flight information
loss in signal strength with increasing depth by using a with sensor position information and presenting it as a
method called distance amplitude correction. The view of a transparent object with inclusions shown at
system can correct for variations in the scanningsurface the position of each echo. Images can be presented at
by making |,eometric corrections. These and other data various scales and image features can be highlighted by
processing methods are desm'bed in the following color. Information can be presented either for the
sections, whole volume at once (projected) or for individual

planes, or as a cutaway view for some subvolume of
For simplicity, the discussion on data processing and interest. Some systems rely strictly on their own view-
display will refer to a hypothetical computer-based ing formats, while others make use of the viewing and
system provides basic echo-detection and position-re- processing capabilities of Computer-Aided Design
cording capabilities, as wellas additional data-taking (CAD) programs.
and data-processing capabilities to improve the analyti-

cal powers of the system. It does not refer to any The images normally used in ultrasonics are sometimes
specific existing system, called "engineeringviews," as distinct from artistic ren-

derings. Perspective views are not used (i.e., distant
7.1 Basic Concepts about Images objectsare not reduced in apparent size) but angle of

view, coloring, and shading play important roles in
An image is a display of data in such a way as to pres- presentation and interpretation.
ent a true representation of the object from which the
data was obtained. In the present context, it is an
image produced on a CRT or a printer. Its size, shape,
distance, intensity, and colors are perceived and inter-
preted to convey information about the original object.
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7.3 Presentations of Ultrasonic Imag- originfor this view is in the upper left corner of the
view. The end view is defined by looking in the nega-

eS tive x direction. The origin for this view is in the upper
left corner of the view. The shaded area of the side

Figure 7.1 shows views of a send object, m used in view indicates the position of the gate used for the
computer-aided drawing (CAD) systems and in ultra- inspection: only signals from reflectors that are within
sonic presentations, including a general 3-D view (often this shaded area are used in the display, any possible
loosely called an isometric), a true isometric view, and reflections from the upper portion of the block are
four orthogonal projections of the normal beam inspec- ignored, and likewise reflections from the bottom sur-
flossvolume. The top (or plan) view looks down on the face (usually called the back surface) are ignored.
impection volume; that is, it shows the x-y plane, look-
ing toward negative z (z bein8 the axis perpendicular to
the insonified surface). The other views (elevations) p, an v few

are vm'iowly_sicleview, end vie., front vie, and I (3 zl...x._..._ _ _._
show the x-z and y-z planes of the inspection volume. 0 0 0 ......
The particularname attached to a view depends on the Y _ ' .....
ultrasonic system in use. - 3- o v I ew

x Y

r'--- r'x "®' •
! °

s_rac. _ x _>,lcon nlo_. S tc_ v Iew Er_ v Iew
ekrfece C /" .,t._,,_! ,,

_,° fio., i

Ie3ome'r.r Ic V I ew Y I Eli
_ 3-.-D vlew

ProJection x_-_ z _ _ Z
i

B-.ecan B--ecan encl v Iew
Enal View 810e View Encl Vlew

Fipre 7J B- and C-scan views of normal beam UT
|lOe View I=ront Vlew Slcle View (_i_11

7.1 3-D and erthegonal views The lower portion of Figure 7,2 shows a display of the
data from a normal beam inspection of the test block
shown in the upper portion. Since the gate covers only
the lower half of the test block volume, excluding the

F'_gure7:2 shows a 3-D view and the corresponding back surface of the test block, the hole that is deeper
projections of a test object with flat-bottom holes, and than the others does not show up in the ultrasonic data,
presentations of an ultrasonic inspection of the object, and the back surface is not shown ultrasonically. A
The top four drawings show how the holes map from presentation of the back surface only would show a
the 3-D to the projected views. The origin of the coot- dark bottom on the displayed box, with four - not
dinate system is at the upper left front, rather than three - light-colored holes in it. The 3-D and project-
lower left front as in lrtgure 7.1. The top view of the ed views of ultrasonic data are shown. Note that the
three holes shows the origin of the coordinate system in top surfaces of the bottom-drilled holes are favorably
the lower left corner of the view. The side view is oriented to the normal beam transducer and, for this
defined by looking in the positive y direction. The
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reason,indicatiomfrom themappearin the ultrasonic
imageswhile indicatiom from the tides of the bottom- Object views and insonificotion

holesdo not. Tim _ in tim lower portionare - ;___.7_______
lalmlcd with thescanner coordinates, which in this case I/I////////////I
arethesame asthematerialcoordinates.

Figure70.alsoindicatestheextensionofconventional I
terminologytothecontextofcomputer-basedsystems.
The topviewoftheultrasonicdataiscalleda C-scan
view.The sideviewofthedataiscalleda B-scanview.
The B-s:an emt view is also sometimes called a
B'-scan view (pronounced B-prime) or a D-scan view.

Figure 7.3 shows a 3-D view and the correspondin8
orthosonalprojectionsof a sectionof weldedpipe with B-Soon D-Scan (B'-Scan)

saw cuts in the heat-affected zone. The dgniflcance of _ /......this figure is that it shows how the pipe features, e.g., /_a

weld root and saw cuts, map from the 3-D tothepro- C-Scan

je=ianviews.Notethatthetestobjectcoordinate [ -, ......

.. is umi in tMsm..on. All-- haveb_n / II Ultrasonic
chosensoasto placethe originat the upperright
comer. Tim plan (top) view of the test object is tim Images
view iookin8 in the z directioL The sideview is d_-
fined trylooking in tim tmgafive y direction. The end
viewis defit_ bylook_ inthe_ x dire=io_
Various systems orient the axes in different ways; in _ 7A B., C., and D-scan _ of angle beam UT
particular,the z axis may point either up or down. data

x Y

iz
X EndView WeldCrown _ mostof thetestblockvolumeandextendsbc-

illtil that arewithinthisshadedareaareusedinthedisplay.

Z The ultrasonic viewsare alsoshown. Note thatthe side
surfacesof the sawcutsandweld root are favorably

. oriented for angle beam inspection. For this reason,

Plan View ultrasonic indications from them appear in the images
WeldRoot \ 3-O View of the data. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 showadditionalviews

\ of thesamedata.
SowCute Near WeldRoot

7.4 Contour Plots of Ultrasonic Am-

Fkpmm73 Views ot test block with saw cuts plltude
Fq_re 7.4 shows a display of an angle beam inspection
of the test block of P'qpa'e73. As in Figure 73, both The ultrasonic data shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.4 have
the 3-D and orthogonal projection views of the tea been threshold-detected. That is, if an amplitude value
block are shown. The gate used for data acquisition is from an indication was above a user-set level, then it
shown as the shaded area on these drawings. The gate was shown (as white); if not above the threshold level

the data did not appear at all. Displays of mnpfitude
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Because the contour plot becomes cluttered very quick-
,) - ,........ ly, ultrasonic data are more commonly shown as color

_,.._..,.__....I-...x'_.7.._,.__.... I or gray.scale encoded amplitudes, as shown in

l (/a_--_"/a_.--_ /._._--_,_ Figure 7.5b. A scale bar is provided so that the colors

in the figure can be interpreted as data of given ampli-
tude. A number of different color bars are used in

Y.... = ..................... computer-based systems. The color selection can be
x chosen either to show gradation or to emphasize con-
x ....... Y :_ .... trast between different amplitudes; special care must be

"zf____ "zt used if the images are to later be reproduced in blackand white. Figure 7.5c shows only the highest-
_ amplitude data, giving in effect a threshold-detected

presentation of the same data. F'q,,ures7.6 and 7.7

b)yl D@' show images of UT-RF_-O000 (see Appendix A) as

i furtherexamples of gray-scale and color imaging.

x

-zI -z

°)yI- ' ,,

• •

x

x lf_

f- t--Z -Z

e . ,, Figure 7.6 Gray scale contour Images

R9102019.9

rm,r Conto plot. ot,,nputu 7.S Distance Amplitude Correction

The indications from the tops of the bottom-drilled
contours are often used instead of threshold detection, holes have decreasing amplitude with depth, as shown
to show greater detail in the data. in Figure 7_b, because the ultrasonic beam spreads.

Distance amplitude correction (available on both con-
Contour plots of the data from the normal beam in- ventional and computerized systems) compensates
spection of the test block with bottom-drilled holes are electronically for this decreasing amplitude by using the
shown in Figure 7.5. F'_,me 7.5a shows contour line depth (TOF) of the data to assign an adjustment factor
plots in B- and C-scans. This graphic shows the dimin- that becomes progressively greater with depth (the
ished ultrasonic amplitude from the deeper holes, exact progression being determined during setup by use

of a reference block). Figure 7_5b,shows data without
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distance amplitude correction (in the C-scan view, the D 3 0 O L
center hole appears noticeably larger and darker be- 4 0
cause it is closer to the transducer). Figure 7.9 (top) s .....
shows an inspection with distance amplitude correction
(the indications from all three holes are quite similar).

tion7.6 Metal Path Projection and Posi-Labels E °o
Figure 7.8 illustrates a display method called metal path uer-ker "1 x-a. 2so. z-2. soo
projection, important for angle beam inspections; and
position labels, useful for both normal beam and angle u,,,-k,, a x-e,aso, z-_. soo
beam inspections. F_zre 7.8a diagrams an angle beam
inspection of a block with five targets. The direction of
the sound beam is shown below the transducer. Figure 7.8 Metal path projection and scanner
Figure 7.8b plots the ultrasonic data without metal path position labels
projection; the vertical dashed lines delimit the begin-
ning and end of the inspection. Notice that the targets
are incorrectly aligned, those at greater depth being
farther.to the left. This is because the data has been

plotted according to transducer position, without com- of the three dimensions) can be read from these la-
pensating for the angle of the sound beam. In beled axes. In Figure 7.8e, the figure does not have
Figure 7.8c, the data has been corrected for the sound scaled axes. Rather, the operator uses a feature called
beam angle. Note that the dashed lines now follow the a position marker. To use the position marker, the
angle of the sound beam, and correctly delineate the user moves the display cursor to an indication, and the
inspection volume, display shows the coordinates of the point. With two

markers, sizes and distances can be determined by
In Figure 7.8d, the axes are labeled with the test object
coordinates, and the position of the indications (in two
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7.8 RF A-Scan Displays
subtraction; some systems perform the geometric calcu-

lations automatically. Computer-based systems can display individual A-scans
as a post-processing feature or in real time.

7.7 Part Outline Overlays ris e 7.10 (top) shows a typical RF ultrasonic wave-
form. This figure illustrates how the operator can view

A significant feature of many systems is the optional the details of the ultrasonic reflections. It also shows
display of the orthogonal projections of the part, over- the effects of various types of processing that are done
laid on the ultrasonic B-, C-, and D-scan views. The on the A-scan. During the inspection, it provides vcrifi-
effect of this is shown in F'_ure 7.9 for two test blocks, cation that the ultrasonic electronics are working (i.e.
This feature can aid in determin;-_ the origin of an signals are present) and helps the operator view both
ultrasonic indication; compare F'_,ure7.9 with the effects of adjustments in the control parameters,
Figure 7.5. and the occurrence of significant events during the

inspection, such as saturation of the digitizer or loss of
couplant (complete loss of signal).
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p •

7.9 Video Waveform _ resentatton Fron

Envelope detection methods are also provided. The -- _-_,_ [__Sur __ ___ Back/ur,ece_/
digitizer records the RF A-scan and then extracts the _-k---J] ,-_ t_r---
low-frequency components of the waveform using a
software algorithm. In general, these algorithms re- Z _ 1 up
quire central processing unit (CPU) time; some require ___ _ !_-'_ 2 !_-g.__

much more than others.

windowTW°algorithms are available on the system: theslldingmethodand the Hilbert transform. In the 'i=''-............ =[_ - \ _ 3 b

sliding window method, the window is set to one half of )-_,e I q t"_'.one wavelength in width. After the data are rectified,

each data point is set to the maximum value of the data _ ) e 3 U2 L_\
inthewindow.IntheHUberttransform,theRFA- "\scan is first transformed to the frequency domain, then A \

filtered, and transformed back to the time domain, tA

7.10 Relief Map Presentations a A
Z

Figures 7.11 through 7.13 show ultrasonic data present-

ed in a relief map format, in which amplitude is shown X
in the vertical dimension, and spatial information is
shown in the horizontal dimensions.

C
Figure 7.11 shows the motion of a normal beam trans-
ducer along a single scan line over the top of three
bottom-drilled holes, and three presentations of data •
from this single scan line. First, some representative
A-scans along the scanline are shown at top right.
Second, F'_tre 7.11b shows a typical rectified A-scan Figure 7.11 A: Sequence of simulated RF A-scans
over one of the holes. Third, F'_tre 7.11c shows a B- from single scan line. B: Single
scan relief map of rectified data from the scan across rectified A-scan (Hole 2). C: B-scan
the three holes. The spatial axes (x, y, and z) are indi- relief mp of rectified data, same scan
cated, as well as the ultrasonic amplitude a_ (A). line.
Note that the amplitude axis is vertical, and the time or

depth axis (z) is horizontal, even though physically the z Figure 7.11c should not be confused with the similar-
axis is vertical, looking C-scan relief map, Figure 7.13, in which the

horizontal dimensions represent the analogous horizon-
In the format of Figure 7.11c, significantly more data tal dimensions of the inspection volume, and the verti-
can be shown than in a conventional B-scan. The data cal dimension is the maximum of the A-scan at that

in this f_nu'e are artificial,show no noise, and have a point. In this latter case, as in any C-scan, information
large separation between the objects. Figure 7.12 about all depths is collapsed into one plane. The data
shows an actual B-scan relief map of an object similar in Figure 7.11c, excluding the initial pulses, is collapsed
to the one shown, with the scan axis slanting upward to into just one of the curves of Figure 7.13 (the seventh
the right instead of downward top the right. The data or eighth curve from the top). Each curve in
here are not so dearly discernable as in the artificial Figure 7.11c represents one ultrasonic A-scan, whereas
presentation of F'_n_re7.11c. each curve (or line) in Figure 7.13 represents one scan
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across the part, each composed of data from many A- out of the paper, it appears as a single spot instead of
scans, as a line. Just to the left of the weld root is a corner

trap reflection from an intergranular stress corrosion
crack (IGSCC). At the top surface, irregularities of the
weld crown appear as red splotches. The green and
yellow horizontal line is due to mode-converted signals

s.,4 (some of the sound energy travels straight down and
back as longitudinal waves, thus arrivingmuch earlier
than the angled shear waves). The horizontal dotted
lines at the top represents the top surface of the part.
The horizontal dotted line just below the weld root and

• crack signals should represent the bottom of the part.
: ' : ' ' ' : : : : : ,,,m However, it has been incorrectly placed, as it shouldI .I -T. I -14.

0 : ' i I J J ' ' '. run through the weld root and crack indications; either
,., ,._, ,,.1 the angle, the sound velocity, or the part thickness was

Figure 7.12 B-scan relief map of actual part incorrectly specified in the computer.

Figure 7.14c shows a B-scan end view, with the weld
root in the plane of the paper. In this view, the crack
signal is completely obscured by the weld root signal.

,_ This is because the display uses the signal from the¥
crack or the signal from the root, depending upon
which is the greater of the two. In fact, this type of
display uses the value from whichever plane of data has
the greatest value for that coordinate. This type of
display may be contrasted with an object-oriented dis-

X play such as that of Figure 7.15.

In Figure 7.14d, the B-scan view is shown again, with
Figure 7.13 C-scan, relief map presentation the crack signal surrounded by a selection box.

In Figure 7.14e, the selected box is shown enlarged at

7.11 B-, C-, and D-Scan Views, Detect- left, and the corresponding portion of the C-scan view

ed, Composite Planes, Angle Beam is shown at right.

In Figure 7.14f, the selected box is shown enlarged at
The photographs in Figure 7.14a-i show various images left, and the corresponding portion of the D-scan view
from a shear-wave angle beam inspection of a pipe is shown at right. Note that unlike Figure 7.14c, the
weld. A, b, and c show the basic inspectiondata;d, e, crack image is isolated from the root signal (which is
and f show data selection by position, and g, h, and i not visible at all).
show data selection by amplitude.

Figure 7.148, h, and i are the same views as a, b, and c,
Figure 7.14a shows a C-scan view, with the weld root but with 6 dB of reject (noise suppression) applied: the
visible as a bright vertical line. color scale is changed so as to hide signals more than

14 dB below the maximum, as compared with the nega-
Figure 7.14b is a B-scan view, in which the transducer five 20 dB threshold used for the other images (color
motion and the beam angle are beth in the plane of the scales are shown in the vertical bars at right, except
paper, and the weld is perpendicular to the paper. A where obscured by large images).
corner trap reflection from the weld root is visible as
the red blob toward the right. Since it extends in and
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Figure 7.14a C-scan (plan) view of angle beam inspection

Fibnxre 7.14b B-Scan View of Angle Beam Inspection, showing the inspection angle as a slope down toward the right
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Figure 7.14c B-Scan End View of Angle Beam Inspection

Figure 7.14d B-Scan view, in which a portion of the data has been selected for closer examination (square)
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Figure 7.14e B-Scan and C-Scan views of the data selected in Figure 7.14d

Figure 7.14f B-Scan Side and End Views of the same data as Figure 7A4e
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Figure 7.14g The same data as Figure 7.14a, but with reject applied to reduce extraneous data

Figure 7.14h The same data as Figure 7A4b, but with reject applied
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Figure 7.14! The same data as Figure 7.14e, but with reject applied

Figure 7.15 3-D view of internal object
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F'_ure 7.15 shows a 3-D view of a slag inclusion in a
piece of steel. This presentation is much easier to
interpret than B- and C-scans. Unfortunately, defects \ /
of interest are frequently positioned near other disc.on- \ /
tinuiti_ whose interfering reflections make it difficult - \_"_'_
to separate the data cleanly and present a correct and A - Geometr.y of par.t an_ we Ic_
unambiguous3-D image.

7.12 Surface Geometry Correction
B - NOrmal scan Of DltCk: 6Ur.YaC@

If the upper sudace of the test object is not flat, then
the image produce,d by the display software cannot
correctly project the data along the true metal path
unless the operator enters the surface geometry correc-
lion. ]Lmtgure7.16diagramsthe effectsof surfacegeom- c - Sur.face osome_ry cor'r'ec'r. Ion

etryandcorrectionson ultrasonicinspections.
F',sere7.16ashowsa two-dimensionaldrawin8of a

section of welded pipe. The upper surface contains \
variations due to the weld crown. Fzgure7.16b dia- ".
gramsa normalbeam image of theinsidesurface. D - Ang Ie-bees scan, uncorr.ectocl

Figure 7.16c shows the effects of surface geometry
correction in a single plane side view. Figure 7.16d
diagramsan angle beam inspection measuring the . L
reflections from a saw cut and weld root. Toe effects ............................... _'"""""'"................................
of the surfacegeometryandanglebeam correctionson s - Surface and anole cor'r'ec't'. Ion

theplacementof the indicationsare shownin
Hgure 7.16e.

. Figure 7.16 Surface geometry cerTection

7.13 Temporal and Spatial Averaging

Some computer-based systems provide averaging as a

wayto reduce noise, order to carry out a spatially averaged scan at a resolu-
tion of 0.1" (2 nun) in a noisy material, data may be

Random electrical noise, for example interference from taken at 0.01"(02 nun) intervals, and each set of ten
drive motors or electronic noise from the preamplifier, consecutive A-scans averaged.
can be reduced by acquiri_ N samples at each scanner
position and then calculating the average A-scan from
the individual samples. Noise is reduced by a factor of 7.14 Synthetic Aperture Focusing
the square root of N. Figure 7.17 shows a single noisy Technique (SAFY)
A-scan and then an average of 16 A-scans from the
same location. Note that the noise is reduced by about The synthetic aperture focusin8 technique (SAFr) is a
a factor of four, while the front surface and back/ace modified spatial averaging technique. It acts as a large
signals are unaffected, lens focused on every point in the part, and has the

combined effects of producing a highly desirable focus-
Spatial averaging is used to reduce ultrasonic noise, ing of the image and reducing unwanted noise. It is,
which consists of reflections from grain boundaries in however, a _¢ryheavy computational task. Because of
the metaL The signals from adjacent points in the scan the volumetric nature of SAFF, the image presentation
are averaged, which reduces the resolution of the scan lags the scanning by an amount determined by the
but improves the signal-to-noise ratio. For example, in volume used for averaging.
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7.14.1 Theory of SAFT bolic echo pattern in the A-seam and the location of
the reflector permits the calculation of the hyperbola

As the transducer is scanned over the surface of the that corresponds to each point in the test object. The
part, every reflector in the part produces a collection of hyperbola is used to shift the A-scans by the predicted
echoes in the A-scan records. A point reflector pro- amount. The time-compensated A-scans are averaged
duces a hyperbolic curve as shown in Figure 7.18. The over a number of positions. If the point in the test
apex and curvature of the hyperbola are determined by object produced a hyperbola of echoes in the A-scan
the depth of the reflector in the test object and the records, then the time-shifted A-s_ will add in-phase
velocity of sound. This relationship between the hyper- during the averagingto produce a strong signal, as

shown in Figure 7.19. If the point in the test object
does not correlate with a locus of A-scan echoes, then
destructive interference of the A-scans will cause the

SSR,SSOFA._,';CANS average to be nearly zero. Therefore, there is both an
J improvement in signal level due to coherent summation

J and a reduction in noise due to the averaging process.
I Figure 7.18 shows the mechanical setup and the hyper-
, boric data sets. F_re 7.19 shows the uushifted, shift-

and summed data.ed,

t
( (,¢ _<..- < _,¢, (' _ Figure 7.20 shows (a) the unprocessed aperture ele-
CC <__ _. _ _ _ merits from a data set with two reflectors, and Co) the-- synthetic-aperture processed aperture elements derived

from the data in (a).

<' r.

i i

i L i
i

! !
, ,

• I .... ----

< ,,I ,i

_. _1. FOCUSED- SCANNEDTRANSDUCER

_!.
..... ,_'_ .... RAW A-SCAN8 TIME SHIFTED SUM

/ \ ,6,-8_t.N8
O // %%

/ % Figure 7.19 SAFT processing, single target
/ \

/ \
/ O %

/ \
/

............... SAFT processing requires that scanning be done with a
spread-beam transducer; this is achieved by using either
a focused transducer, with the focal point at the surface

Figure 7.18 Schematic of SAFT scanning and data of the part, or a small-diameter transducer,which has a
acquisition naturallyspreading beam.
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7.14.2 Line SAFT and Full sAFr thecalctdatiousdonewiththefalseassumption that the
object is directlybeneath the scan line will produce a

Thesystemoftentwoimple_eatatlomfortheSAFr _ locationfortheobject.Thepropersummatiom
processing: two-dimengonal (line) SAFT and three- and caneellatious do not occur, and the image is dis-
dimensional (full) SAFr. Line SAFr is _ primarily torted. In full SAFT, data from all the scans near a
to save processing time by only processing A-scans from given point are combined to produce the image for that
the individual scan lines; the imase quality is point, without any assumption as to the direction from
sipiflcantly poorer than fun SAFr in most cases. The which the sound came. It requires more calculation,
reason for this is that in line SA_FT,each scan line is but produces a correct image in all cases.
treated as an independent entity. There is thus an
implicit assumption that sound is reflected only along The benefits of performing full _ as compared with
the direction of the scan line. This assumption is cor- line SAFr can be seen in data from a test object such
rect in certain special cases: for instance, a hole drilled as the one shown in F'_ptre7.21. Seven flat-bottom
horizontally,at ri_t angles to the scan line; or a crack holes are shown drilled in a Y pattern at a 45-degree
at right angles to the scan line. For these cases, line ansle from the normal. This test object is sufficiently
SAFr gives quite good reconstruction. However, most complex to provide interference between adjacent oh-
objects reflect sound in more than one plane, so jects. Figure 7X_a shows the unprocessed data from
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Aluminum
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FI8ure 7.21Resolution analysis block

the t_ object. Th_ ;map of th_ holes is sm_r_ by 7.15.1 Theory of Holography
the interference arising from the fact that more than
one hole is in the transducer's sound be,am at the same At each point scanned, a burst of sinusoidal sound
time. Figure 7.22b shows a poorly focused image of waves is sentout, and the phase and amplitude of the
the holes after two-dimeexional (line) SAFF processing, echo are digitized and stored as two numbers. These
F'_ute 7.224:shows a well-focmed imase of the holes two numbers descn'be the shape of the wavefront re-
after three-dimendonal SAFF processins, flected by the reflector(s). To produce an image, the

computer "backpropagates"this wavefront, according
7.15 Acoustic Holography to the well-known theory of wave propagation, to a

selected image plane. If the correct plane is chosen,a
Like SAFT, holography images a flaw by synthesizing a well-defined image will result. For a volumetric view,
large lens from data taken over a wide field of view. It many such planes are reconstructed. F_,ure 723 shows
requires a unall or focused transducer to spread the the holographic phase variation that corresponds to the
beam. Unlike SAFF, holography is normally used to SAFT time_ shown in F'_ure 7.18. Figure 7.24
produce an image in only one plane at a time. This shows the circles of zero phase shift corresponding to
means that to image a reflector at a given depth, much the axis crossings of the upper curve in Figure 7.23.
less processing is required; to image a whole volume, a
time comparable to SAFT proce_ing would be re-
quired. Another difference from SAFT is that holo-
graphic data consists of only two numbers per scan
point, whereax SAFT requires many numbers.
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Figure 7.22a Unprocessed ,yw pattern

Figure 722b Line SAFT Reconstruction of the 'Y" Pattern
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Figure 7.22c ]Full(_-D) SAFI' Reconstruction of the _ Pattern

Phase

Figure 7.23 A-scans and phase plot in holographic method
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/\y

\

Figure 724 Phase plot in x-y plane
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8.0 Data Analysis, Interpretation, and Storage

The most important but least understood process in 8.2 Image resolution
inspection technology (conventional or computer-based)

is interpretation of data. Once data have been ac- Image resolution is of central concern to the quality
quired,processed, and displayed, the data analyst must and efficiency of inspection. Too low a resolution
make three decisions: reduces detection and analysis capabilities. Unneces-

sarUyhigh resolution is costly in terms of inspection
• Are the data acceptable and complete? time, analysis time, and data storage requirements.

• Does the material being examined contain a de- Image resolution has two components: lateral (x and y)
fect? and depth (time or z). Lateral resolution is a function

of the transducer frequency and beam characteristics,
• If the material has a defect, what are its location, the scanning speed, and the scan index. Depth resolu-

size, shape, and orientation? tion is a function of the transducer frequencyband-
width and the sampling speed of the digitizer. The

The integrity of the stored data is vital to the inspection required ultrasonic parameters (frequency and trans-
process. Electronic data storage has special consider- ducer type) are determined by a combination of theory
ations in addition to those applicable to paper records and experimentation. The data acquisition parameters
storage. Electronically stored data is more fragile than (scan size and speed and digitizer sampling rate) are
paper records. Even minor damage to the data can then chosen to maintain the resolution of the ultrason-
make it unusable. It is subject to damage from con- ics.
tamination with moisture or dust, exposure to magnetic

fields, or exposure to high-intensity electromagnetic The four images in Figure 8.1 illustrate the effects of
radiation. It is also not readable without special equip- image lateral resolution. All four images are of the
ment, so it is important to keep printed lists and de- normal-beam resolution block, UT-RES-0000, contain-
scriptions of the contents with the records. Finally, its ing a set of 02.5"(6 mm) holes, as described in Appen-
lifetime is much shorter than paper records, dix A. The first two are scans from the "back"of the

block, through water, achieving a higher resolution than
8.1 Acceptability and Completeness would be possible through the metal side with the avail-

able transducers. The second two are scans from the

It is tempting to say "the computer did it, so it must be "front"of the block, passing through two inches of steel;
right." However, there are a few points worthy of at- the holes appear in mirror-image configuration com-
tention, mainly to avoid "garbagein, garbage out." The pared to the first two scans, and the gray scale is re-
system and its operators must be qualified to perform versed, since the target in the first pair is a non-reflec-
the inspection, just as for conventional systems. It tor, and in the second pair, a reflector. The same
requires special attention on the part of the operator to transducer used for all four scans: 5 MHz, 0.5"(13
assure that the system did not encounter a situation mm) diameter, 3" (8 cm) focus in water.
that it was unsuited to cope with, such as excess of data
beyond the storage capacity, inoperability of a system In scaa 1, the block is scanned with the open ends of
module, incorrect setting of manual adjustments, or the holes facing up, and the transducer is positioned 3"
some other special peculiarity of the system. Like any (8 cm) above the surface. The scan spacing is .020"(.5
other complex system, computer-based UT can fail to mm) in both the X and Y directions. Note that the
perform as expected for a great variety of reasons, and circularshape of the holes is clearly distinguishable,
it behooves the prudent investigator to try to anticipate and all holes are clearly separated.
them. The future use of the ASME Code Section XI

Appendix VIII qualification process will aid in vaUdat- In scan 2, the block and transducer positions are the
ing, for a given system, the adequacy of the data need- same as in scan 1, but the scan spacing is .060_ (1.5
ed to pass performance demonstrations, mm) in each direction. Note that the holes have a

squarish appearance, but are still well separated.
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In scan 3, the block is scanned with the dosed end of In practice, the transducer resolution dominates and
the holes facing up, so that there is 2" (5 cm) of steel limits the system resolution.
between the transducer and the holes (turning the block r_
over also causes the hole pattern to be reversed). ; "',

Because sound travels about 4 times faster in steel than i "..
i %*,

in water, the effective focal length of the transducer in A y i "/_ Z
steel is four times shorter than in water, or about 0.75" _ _ _'i

(2 cm). Thus the holes are badly out of focus, even .[/_._ ].i' Tj ri gel:swith the transducer as close as practicable to the sur-
face of the block. The scan spacing is the same as in Tr'ansducer'__l <'- i J_. !

scan L and the roundness of the holes is discemable, X """""

although distorted. The separation between some of "'.
the holes is virtually obliterated; in fact, on the basis of •
this image, one might posit a third row of holes be-
tween the more closely-spaced pairs.

In scan 4, the block and transducer are positioned as in Figure 8.2 Diagram of lateral and depth resolutio_
scan 3, but the scan spacing is the same as in scan 2.
Note that the additional squarishne_ of scan 4 com-
pared to scan 3 is less pronounced than comparing scan
2 to scan 1, because the scan spacing is commensurate Note that these formulas are relative to the degree of
with the beam size of the transducer at the object resolution desired. As given above, they refer to 6 dB
depth, resolution (a two-to-one difference between measure-

ments). If a lower difference is acceptable, the con-
In terms of inspection procedures, scan 2 is under- stants 1.22 and 2 may be increased; the dependence on
scanned (some of the intrinsic ultrasonic resolution has the various parameters remains the sam_, however. It
been lost by using too large a scan spacing), and scan 3 is also important to note that the depth resolution
is over-scanned (time has been wasted in scanning at a formula refers to &s"finguishing two objects along the
higherresolution than the ultrasonics permits). If the " same sound-beam path, and not to measuring thickness
data is to be subjected to image reconstruction such as profiles at varyingx and y locations, which can be done
SAFT, then scan 3 is not over-scanned, as the image to much higher resolution.
focus will be recovered; the resulting processed image
would be comparable to scan 1. 8.3 Defect Classification

Useful formulas for resolution limits are as follows, Defect classification requires analysis of the image.
where Ax, Ay, and/_z are as shown in F'_,ure8.2. The process of image analysis requires a systematic
In the x and y directions: evaluation of the data. Most inspectors develop this

process but in general have not documented it in writ-
AX = AY = 1.22 _.f/a for lateral resolution ing and do not have it written into their procedure.

This is one area that has always been weak for most
and in the z direction: nondestructive evaluation (NDE) procedures, regardless

of whether the inspections are done manually or with
AZ = C/(2*BW) for depth resolution computer-based systems. The new ASME Code Sec-

tion XI Appendix VIII qualification requirements are
where designed to provide written procedures for this analysis

% is the wavelength in the material methodology.a is the effective transducer diameter

f is the effective focal length Several rules of thumb may be used to help classify one
C is the velocity of sound in the test material
BW is the bandwidth of the transducer in MHz. type of flaw or another. For example, volumetric or
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laminar flaws provide a response to a normal beam s For defects where tip-diffraction signals are found,
inspection. Vertically planar flaws do not provide a use them for sizing the depth of the defect.
response from a normal beam exantination,but rather
from an angled beam inspection. Vertically planar s For defects that are volumetric in nature, use
flaws also may provide a top signal response and, if sound fields that strike the defect in a normal
rough, will continue to provide a response upon skew- fashion and use the best resolution that can be
ing the transducer. The shape of an image may be achieved for the system.
used to distinguish between noise and planar flaws.
Noise will tend to be non-directional, and response • For near-vertical planar defects, use a high-resolu-
from reflectors will tend to have a smearing effect lion tandem technique to determine the size of
normal to the direction of the sound beam. the defect.

This is not a comprehensive review,but is meant only • Determine the length of the defect by SC_nnln_

to provide a perspective for the kinds of steps that are parallel to the plane of the defect.
typically found in the analysis methodology. Interpreta-
tion of data is a complex process, and many steps are , If the defect is difficult to size, then try to use
required before deciding upon a final disposition for an techniques that aid in determini-_ whether the
indication, defect is shallow or deep. These techniques might

include, for example, a fuU-Vtest or creeping

8.4 Defect Sizing wave probe test.

The process of defect sizing is the key step in providing 8.5 Requirements in Procedures and
input to the fracture mechanics for determi_no struc- ASME Code
tural integrity of a component. The sizing of defects is

at least as complex as classification. Little guidance except personal experience is available
to the data analyst. Section XI of the ASME Boiler

The sizing of defects requires, first of all, that the de- and Pressure Vessel Code does not address data analy-
feet be detected and classified. For certain defects such sis and interpretation. Instead, Section XI provides
as cracks, a tip diffraction signal may be found that has only requirements for data acquisition by imposing
been shown in studies to give accurate dimensions of minimum data recording levels. Nuclear industry per-
the through-wall extent of the crack. If the defect is sonnel (including regulatory authorities)have recog-
oriented in a manner such that the sound field impinges nized the deficiencies regarding data analysis and have
at a normal angle, then the image that is generated for attempted to address the problem. Recently, the
this defect will be more accurate to the actual dimen- ASME code adopted a new appendix that requires ",hat
sions of the defects, after correcting for the transducer personnel, equipment, and procedures be qualified by a
beam size and the resolution limits of the data acquisi- performance demonstration test. While performance
tion system. Many times, tips cannot be detected, and demonstration testing does not provide rules for data
the defect is oriented at a skew or tilted angle such that analysis,it does help ensure that data analystshave
limited information is available for sizing. In such assimilated (by whatever means) the ability to properly
cases, either additional inspections must be performed analyze data acquired by a specific inspection system.
to improve the resolution performance of the system, or

supplemental inspections at other frequencies, trans- Inservice inspection procedures written for computer-
ducer sizes, inspection angles or modes (e.g_ pulse- based inspection technology do not address data analy-
echo, tandem) must be conducted. With the new infor- sis either, except to declare that ultrasonic indications
marion, it is a matter of selecting the best data for the exceeding the recording threshold will be investigated.
particular defect type for coming up with the estimate Sometimes the word evaluated or analyzed is substitut-
of the defect size. Some guidelines that should be ed for investigated.
followed include the following:.
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Because no formal requirements exist for analyzing Data stored in a computer in non-removable, rewritable
data, the regulatory authorityhas no formal basis or storage (hard disks or non-volatile memory) should be
guidance for determlnlns the adequacy of data analysis, backed up (copied) as soon as practicable to removable
except in the cases where fundamental laws of physics or non-rewritablemedia, to avoid loss of data due to
are violated. Again, the new ASME Code qualification machine malfunction or operator error.
process will provide an impetus to writing the analysis
methodology into the inspection procedures. All data should be stored redundantly,in locations far

enough separated so that a catastrophic accident will

8.6 Data Storage not destroy both copies. Magnetic media (tapes, floppy
disks, removable hard disks) should be protected from

The electronic storage of data potentially permits great strong electromagnetic fields such as magnets, NMR,
advantages in comparison of data between sites, be- high-energyX-rays, and all ionizing radiation sources.
tween components at a site, and between inspections of Magnetic medic can also degrade over time, due to the
the same component over time. This potential is only substrate becoming brittle, the coating flaking off, and
realized if the same system is used in both cases, or if especially, in the case of floppy diskettes, from repeated
the system provides some kind of data import/export use. Magnetic media should periodicallybe recopied to
posu'bilities, fresh media, at intervals depending on the specific

medium. Data stored on 'WORM"(Write Once, Read

Electronic records are much more fragile than paper Many) or other non-erasable optical media are proba-
records and minor damage can render them useless. If bly as long-lived as paper data, and are not susceptl_ole

to damage from magnetic fields. All storage media arethe site relies on electronic storage, it is vital that nor-
of course susceptible to problems from moisture andmal good practice be followed in the retention of re-

cords. The following are general guidelines to good dirt.

practice. Over the long periods of service of nuclear installations,
computer technology will change; thus, some provision
needs to be made for upgrading old data to make it
accessible to new machines. This is in any case gener-
ally advantageous to the utility, since media are contin-
ually becoming smaller, cheaper, and more reliable.
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9.0 Evaluation of Selected Computer-Based Ultrasonic Inspection Systems

Based upon input from NRC regional personnel, PNL 9.1 ACCUSONEX
selected nine computer-based ultrasonic (UT) inspec-
tion systems for evaluation: ACCUSONEX_ is a multichannel ultrasonic data

acquisition and imaging system manufactured by Bab-
e ACCUSONEX cock & Wilcox Nuclear Service Company (BWNS),
• ARIS Lynchburg, Virginia. This system is designed to provide
• GE-Smart UT inservice inspection for piping or pressure vessels.
• GERIS System features include:
• IntraSpect 1-98

• P-Scan • real-time images during inspection
• Phased Array

• SwRI/PAR EDAS • abilityto use the following manipulators: AM-
• UDRPS. DATA pipe scanners, Puma 260 and 560 series

six-axisrobots, and the BWNS's ARIS H and HI
The system evaluations are of two kinds: preliminary reactor vessel inspection manipulators.
and formaL In the preliminaryevaluations,vendor

information, literature review, and the results of data- 9.1.1 Data Acquisitionbases from such sources as PISC H, MRR, PVRC, and

EPRI are used. The results of the pre"lnninaryevalua- Operating with the Hewlett-Packard300 series comput-tions are presented in this section. In the formal evalu-
ations, the equipment is rented and the procedure er systems, ACCUSONEX collects and processes either
documented in Appendix A is followed. The results of rectified or RF data. These data can originate from
the formal evaluations will be published as Supplements any or all of eight ultrasonic channels and be displayed

in real time as A (amplitude), B (side view), rotated
to this volume. To date, not all of the systems have B (end view), and C (top view) scans.been subjected to either kind of evaluation. Two sys-
tems (P-Scan and IntraSpect) have undergone formal

The data are stored on either high-density magneticevaluation, and the Supplements are in preparation.
tape or optical disk and are acquired through the use ofFormal evaluation of other systems will be performed

as possible, but it appears unlikely that all systems will the system functions SETUP and RUN.
be formally evaluated. For some systems, a partial field
evaluation may be possible. The SETUP function offers these features:

• Twenty distinct setupsFor each system, the PNL evaluation seeks to deter-

mine • Distance amplitude correction (DAC) curves for

• the principles of operation each UT channel

• potential limitations of operation • Recording threshold for each channel

• Cah'brationvalues (gain, time, date, and others)• the reliability for flaw detection and sizing.

• UT instrument settingsThe following preliminary evaluations were conducted
using a literature search and responses to a letter sur-

In the RUN function,vey requesting information from vendors. These evalu-
ations are documented in Sections 9.1 through 9.9.

• setup information is retrieved by the
ACCUSONEX.

• data are displayed in real time and stored on hard
media.
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9,1.2 Data Processing and Display arc available as for the first format except for V-Cal
and LBTMF.

The ACCUSONEX analysis system uses the data re-
corded during the acquisition mode to analyze both 9.1.3 Data Interpretation
rectified and RF data. Data analysis can use multiple
remote ACCUSONEX analysis stations interconnected Data are interpreted by viewing the images and using a
through a local area network, allowing all stations to software program called Lower Bound Target Motion
access the data simultaneously. The ACCUSONEX F'dter(LBTMF) that looks for reflectors with a prede-
system analyzes data through use of the system rune- termined target motion (apparent motion of the target).
tions TAPE SORT and AHALYZE.

9.1.4 System Limitations
The TAPE SORT function uses previously recorded
data, geometry correction features, and cah'brationdata 9.1A.1 Mechanical
to process the waveform&which are then stored on an
optical disk. No limitations were noted.

The AHALYZE function is used to view processed data 9.1A2 Other
stored on optical disk. Two different display formats

are available. The system's primary limitation is physical accesm'bUity
to the area to be emmine&

The first format displays simultaneous views of C, B,

and rotated B (end) scans. The example shown in 9.1.5 Other System Characteristics
Figure 9.1 is a thermal fati_ae crack in a dad ferritic

test block. The block dimensions are 14 inches in The ACCUSONEX system is currentlydesigned for
length, 8 inches in width, and 2-3/8 inches thick (35.6 x examinations on piping, nozzles, reactor coolant pump
203 x 6.0 cm). Both rectified and RF data can be cases, reactor vessels, or flat components. Other con-
viewed in this format. This format includes the follow- figurations can be incorporated. The system uses both
iag features: pipe scanners and six-axis robotic manipulators. "Ihere-

• Pull data set display fore, any surface geometry may be examined.

• Zoom 9.1.6 System Reliability

• Color manipulation The ACCUSONEX system has passed both the EPRI
detection and _ performance demonstrations. It
has succemfufiycompleted the following tests:• Coordinate determination using the curser

• Determination of the distance between any two 1. Enhanced Ultrasonic Examination Technique De-
points using the Delta feature velopment for High Pressure Injection

(ttPI)/Makeup Nozzles on Reactor Coolant Sys-

• V-C._ a plot of emplitude versus depth tems, conducted duringfall/winter 1989-90.

• LBTMF (descn'bed in Section 9.1.3) 2. Balance of Volume Flaw Sizing performtd at the
Electric Power Research Institute (F..PRI)NDE

• Hardcopy color printouts. Center in June 1989.

3. EPRI/WOG/Wolf Creek Nuclear GeneratingThe second format displays the image in the form of a
B-scan with a simultaneous A-scan. This is used only Corporation-sponsored workshop on Ultrasonic
for RF data and primarilyfor sizing. The same tools Examination of Cast Stainless Steel conducted inJune 1989.
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Figure 9.1 Typical ACCUSONEX display showin8 C- and B-scan views

9.2 ARIS 9.3 GE-Smart UT

ARIS is manufactured by Babcock and W'_ Nuclear GE-Smart UT is manufactured by General Electric
Service Company, Lynchburf, Virginia. No evaluation Nuclear Energy, San Jose, California and Norcross,
has been performed. Georgia. No evaluation has been performed.
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9.4 GERIS 9.7.1 DataAcquisition

GEIUS is manufactured by General Electric Nuclear Acceptable data acquisition for the Phas_ Array sys-
Bnergy, San Jose, California and Norcrou. Georgia. ternrequires the inspector to have access to M-built
No evaluationhasbeenperformed, drawingsofthenozzletobe inspected.The Phased

Arraysystemthenusesthree-dlmensionalmodeling
software to derive ultrasonic beam parameters for the

9.$ IntraSpect 1-98 complex geometry of a nozzle inspection.

The IntraSpect I/MC system (successor to the 1-98), The computer software allows the user to define an
manufactured by ABB AMDATA, Inc., Windsor, Con- anSle of inspection for each potential defect location on

the inside of a nozzle. The model then calculates the
necticut, has been formally evaluated. The Supplement
will be publkhed in early 1994. incident ansle(s) and phased-array transducer locationcoordinates on the outside surface of the nozzle. Be-

fore a nozzle is impected, the thickneu dimensions
obtained from drawinssare checked. After drawing

9.6 P-Scan dhnem have been verified, the parameters that
wereudmlatedbymodelina softwm'e aredownloaded

The P-Scan, manufactured by FORCE Institutes, to the impection system, which then calculates the
Brondby, Denmark, has been formally m'aluated. The correct time sequences for proper beam steering of the
Supplement will be published in early 1994. eisht-eloment arrayand determines the proper scan

pattern for the manipulator.

9.7 Phased Array Inspection System The data acq,ALi_onsystem records the entire rectified
A-scan and probe _ coordinates for every A-scan

The Phased Array system was designed by Siemem, durin8 an examination. The information recorded
KrafiwerkUnion (KWU), Federal Republic of Germa- duringthe nozzle examination is used to reconmm:t
uy (U.S. contact: Siemens Nuclear Systems, C_attauoo- images for s_ueut analysis.
8a, Tennessee), and Universal Testing Laboratod_
(UTL), lo"740Shady Grove Road, Gaithersburg,Mary- 9.7.2 Data Processing and Display
land, to perform ultram_ examinafiom of nozzles.
The system has two major components: Tomographic images are proceased from the A-scan

and probe location information recorded during data
t a three-dim_ modeling software program acquisition. Color coatom are used to descn'be the

that serves as a calculation tool for determlmn8 amplitude of recorded signals.
optimum parameters for desipin8 the UT trans-

ducer and the scanning requirements 9.7.3 Data Interpretation

@ a data acquisition packase that includes: Defect locations are established using the intelsection
of points of the time-of-flight trajectories from _.e

- remote scanner/manipulator various scan radii. The time-of-flight intersec:i,jm are
also used to determine the circumferential and axial

- remote pulser used to beam steer the position of any defect. Once an indication is deter-
phased-arraytransducer mined to be a flaw, the defect length is measured by

the axial extent of the indication.
- remote receiver and digitizer that digitizes

the rectified A-scan data. Flaw sizing usin8 the Phased Array system is accom-
plished usin8 an empirically developed table that uses a
combination of amplitude and target motion data. The
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results from the blind teat developed from notch data The results of the blind test on the nozzle mockup used
are provided in Section 9.7.5. for the performance demonstration showed an impres-

sive ability to detect and size notches. The Phased
9.7.4 System Limitations Array system detected 33 out of the 33 notches, and the

sizing results, reported for three areas of the nozzle
The Phased Array system as developed by KWU and inspection, showed an error of better than ±20%.
deployed in the U_. is designed only for nozzle impec- Because the _ methodology is empirically derived,
tion. However, the concept for phased arrayscan be for notches only, one cannot predict how well the sizing
applL,,dto plate or piping inspection, methodology will work on actual cracks.

9.7.5 System Reliability 9.8 SwRIfl'AR EDAS

The eff_ of the techniques developed by KWU SwRI/PAR EDAS is manufactured by Southwest Re-
and UTL were demonstrated in a blind test. The blind search Institute, San Antonio, Texts. No evaluation has
te_ was performed on a nozzle mockup that contained been performed.
geometric conflgurafiom similar to those in the feed-
water nozzle to be examined (e_., the mockup con- 9.9 UDRPS
rained ground areas with and without notches).

UDRPS is u. _ufacturedby WesDyne International,
Concorde, California. No evaluation has been per-
formed.
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Glossary of Terms

A-scan - a method of data presentation u_ a boot - a protective covering over a transducer fixture;a
horizontal bueline to indicate distance or time device to contain couplant between the transducer
and a vertical deflection from the baseline to and the insonifled surface.
indicate amplitude.

C-scan - a method of data presentation that produces a
acoustic impedance - a mathematical quantity used in two-dimeusional plan or top view of the test ob-

computation of reflection characteristicsat bound- ject.
aries; product of wave velocity and material densi-
ty. couplant - a substance used between the transducer

and imonified surface to permit or improve trans-
active area - in an ultrasonic trmutducer,the portion of mission of ultrasonic energy.

the transducer face that is capable of transmitting
and/or receiving ultrasound. Some of the trans- conventional UT - ultrasonic inspection usin8 manual
ducer face is taken up by the homin8 that holds or automated methods, but lackin8 digitization;
the unit together, and some of the face of the those aspects of UT that do not depend on the
transducer element it.ll may be inactive, use of computers.

aliasing - introduction of error into the computed am- CRT - cathode ray tube. A display screen, either on
plitude of the lower frequencies in a Fourier anal- an instrument or on a computer.
ysis of a function carried out using discrete time
samplin8 whose interval does not allow the proper dB - abbreviation for decibel; logarithmic expression of
analysis of the higher frequencies present in the a ratio of two amplitudes or intensifies: in ultra-
_malyzedfunction sonic usage, dB = 201ogz0(amplitude ratio).

analog - a physical variable that is proportional to demodulate - to recover the modulating wave from a
another physical variable, such as voltage repre- modulated carrier;also known as decode, detect.
sentin8 pressure, or height on a CRT representing
voltage. Contrastedto "digital." detect - variously:, to convert RF to video (video de-

tector); to convert video to DC (peak detector);
attenuation - reduction in acoustic energy or signal to convert time to voltage (TOP detector); to

strength cause to be displayed or recorded (flaw detec-
tion). See discussion of receivers and detectors ta

B-scan - a method of data presentation that produces a the text, under conventional UT.
two-dimensional view of a cross-section through
the object, digital - composed of discrete numbers; contrasted to

"analog."
back surface - in terms of ultrasonics, same as far

surface, disitize - to convert an analog measurement of a quan-
tity into a digital value.

bandwidth - the difference between the frequencytim-
its of a band containing the useful frequencycorn- direct memory access (DMA) - the use of special
ponents of a signal; abbreviated BW. In UT, the hardware for direct transfer of data to ,Jr from
lower _t is usually understood to be zero, if not memory to minimize the interruptions caused by
otherwise indicated, program controlled data transfers.

beam steering - changing the direction of the major display - CRT, or other display screen such as LCD.
lobe of a radiation pattern, mually by switching
transducer elements. In phased transducer arrays, DMA - see "directmemory access."
the steering is accomplished by phasing or timing
the response fr_,_ ,adividual adjacent elements.
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- co tam- gimbal a device on which a transducer or other oh-dual transducer pitch-catch transducer (one n '
in8 two elements: one to transmit, one to re- ject may be mounted. It has two mutually per.
ceive), pendicular and intersecting axes of rotation, thus

giving free angular movement in twodirections.
electrical impedance - a complex number characteriz-

in8 an electrical circuit, or the electrical equiva- hardcopy - human readable, typewritten or printed
lent of an electro-mechanical circuit (one that characters or images produced on paper from
includes a transducer), data encoded in computer format.

element - piezoelectric element, Le., the active portion hertz - cycle per second; the unit is 1/second (the
of a transducer. This word is used when neces- word "cycle" does not refer to something physical,
sary to avoid ambiguity between the element and but to the repetition of the waveform).
its associated housing and electrical components
internal to the housing, holography (acoustic) - an inspection system usin8 the

phase interface between the ultrasonic wave from
elevation - view parallel to the x or y axis (see "view'). an object in a reference signal to obtain an image

of reflectors in the material under test.

far surface - the surface of the part farthest from the
transducer (e.g., for an O.D. pipe inspection, the Huygen's principle - the principle that each point on a
I.D. is the far surface). Also called back surface, light or acoustic wavefront may be regarded as a

source of secondary waves, the envelope of these
flat bottom drilled hole - a hole drilled from the "bot- secondary waves determining the position of the

tom' of a piece, with its end finished with a wavefront at a later time.
milled, approximatelyflat surface instead of the
conical surface normally left by a drill. It is used IX). - inside diameter: the inner surface of a pipe or
as a calibration target; the piece is insonified from tube.
the surface opposite to the "bottom." Abbreviated
"FBH." impedance - either acoustic impedance or electrical

impedance, depending on the context.
frequency - the rate of vibration or repetitive change.

Measured in hertz, in-phase - waveforms that are of the same frequency
and that pass through corresponding values at the

front - in terms of ultrasonic inspection, the front (or same instant.
near) surface is the insonified face of the part,
Le, the face nearest the transducer (thus for an increment - a small motion of the transducer between
O.D. pipe inspection, the entire outside of the linear scans, in the direction perpendicular to the
pipe is the front surface), linear scans. Also "step."

gain- the increase in signal power that is produced by indication - the response from or the evidence of an
an amplifier; usually given as the ratio of output anomaly or discontinuity in material condition or
to input voltage, current, or power expressed in structure.
decibels, also known astran_m___iongain.

insonify - to irradiate with ultrasonic energy. The
gate - an electronic means of selecting a segment of "insonified surface"is the surface nearest the

the time range for monitoring or further process- transducer.

instrtunent - electronic instrument used to produce and
gate interval - the time domain during which an elec- receive electrical signals used and produced by an

trouic gate is active, ultrasonic transducer.
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interface - the boundary between two materials, at a phased-arraytransducer; also spelled muiti-
which sound is reflected and refracted. Also, a plexor.
connection between electronic and computer com-
ponents, or between the user and a computer sys- near surface - the insonified surface: the surface near-
tern. est the transducer.

isometric view - a type of 3-D view in which the axes Nyquist criterion - the requirement that sampling and
are at 60-degree angles; loosely, any 3-D view. digi_ must be done more than twice as fast as
See also "view." the highest frequency present in the signal.

Nyquist's Theorem states that a signal that varies
joystick - a two-axis displacement control operated by continuously with time is completely determined

a lever, ball, or buttons for x-y positioning of a by its values at an infinite sequence of equally
device, spaced times if (and only if) the frequency of

these sampling times is greater than twice the
LCD - Liquid Crystal Display; a type of flat, low-power highest frequency component in the Fourier trans-

display screen, form of the signal. This theorem is often mistak-
enly quoted in reference to non-repetitive, pulse-

linear amplifier - an amplifier in which output voltage like signals; the mistake arises because the
is directly proportional to the input voltage. Fourier transform of a pulse-like signal has infi-

nitely high frequency components.
logarithmic amplifier - an amplifier in which output

voltage is a logarithmic function of the input volt- O_D. - outside diameter: the outer surface of a pipe
age. It provides a much greater dynamic range or tube.
than a linear amplifier.

orthogonal axes - a set of two or three axes, each at
main bang - the electrical pulse produced by the right angles to the others, typically referred to as

pulser. Data-taking is synchronized to the main x and y for the first two, and z for the third.
bang.

• orthogonal view - a view parallel to any axis (see
manipulator -- device for changing the angular orienta- "view').

tion of the transducer.

permanent storage - a means of storing data for rapid
mass storage - computer data storage device with large retrieval by a computer; does not permit changing

capacity, especially one whose contents are direct- the stored data.
ly accessible to a computer central processing unit
(CPU). phased array- a mosaic of transducer elements in

which the timing of the excitation can be individu-
megahertz (MHz) - unit of frequency equal to ally controlled.

1,000,000 hertz; abbreviated MHz; formerly mega-
cycle. The reciprocal of one microsecond, piezoelectric - having the ability to generate a voltage

when mechanical force is applied, and conversely,
monitor - an instrument used to measure continuously, to produce a mechanical force when a voltage is

or at intervals, a condition that must be kept with- applied, as in piezoelectric crystal. It is the most
in prescrt_oedlimits, such as A-scan data acquisi- common class of material used in making ultra-
tion during inservice inspection. Usually a CRT. sonic transducers.

multiplexer - a device for combining or switching be- pitch-catch - the use of two transducers, one to trans-
tween two or more signals, as for the elements of mit and one to receive, both moving together.

Distinguished from pulse-echo and tandem.
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plan view - view parallel to the z (depth) axis (see scan or linear scan is a single sweep of a trans-
"view'). Also called "top view." ducer across a part, between increments. "Scan"

is also used to refer to the motion of the dot that
pre-amp - an amplifier whose primary function is creates the presentation on a CRT.

boosting the output of a low-level signal to an
intermediate level so that the signal may be fur- scanner - mechanical device and associated electronics
ther processed without appreciable degradation to for moving a transducer and/or a part, to allow
the signal-to-noise ratio of the system; short for ultrasonic inspection of the part.
pre-amplifier.

search unit - an alternative word for transducer, used
pulse-echo - the use of a single transducer to send out especially when distinguishing the active element

sound signals and receive the echoes. Dis- of the transducer from the housing and other
tingnished from pitch-catch and tandem, components of the transducer.

pulser - the UT instrument module that produces elec- sync (synchronization) - the maintenance of one opera-
trical pulses sent to the transducer to produce tion in step with another as in keeping the display
ultrasound, on the CRT (or the digitizing of data) in step

with the main bang. See also "trigger."
radio frequency (RF) - in UT, unrectified (see RF).

In general usage, a frequency at which coherent tandem - the use of two transducers moving in oppo-
electromagnetic radiation of energy is useful for site directions; or one fixed and the other moving.
communication purposes, roughly the range from Distinguished from pitch-catch and pulse-echo.
10 kilohertz to 100 gigahertz. It is abbreviated
RF. threshold - the level above which an action should

occur. In particular,a part of the peak or TOF
receiver - the UT instrument module that receives the detector circuitrythat limits the detection to sig-

electrical signal returned by the transducer, nals above the threshold amplitude.

rectangular coordinate system - a coordinate system TOF (time of flight) - the elapsed time from the in-
using orthogonal axes. stant a particle or wave leaves a source to the in-

stant it reaches a detector. Particularly in UT,
reject - in UT, a control for mlnlmi_,_ or eliminatin_ referring to a waveform penetrating through an

low-amplitude signals so that larger signals are object: the time that it takes for the sound to
emphasized, leave the transmitting transducer, travel through

the object, and reflect back to the receiving trans-
RF - abbreviation for Radio-Frequency. In UT, the ducer. The reflection may be either from a dis-

unrectLfied(but possibly amplified) echo signal, continuity within the object, or from the far sur-
i.e., a signal with a baseline across the center of face of the object.
the display screen and excursions both upwards
and downwards from the centerline. This signal top view- plan view.
most nearly represents the actual sound wave
from the reflector. Distinguished from "video." transducer - a device that changes one form of energy

into another. In UT, it changes electricity into
SAFT - synthetic aperture focusing technique. De- sound and sound into electricity.

scribed in detail in the text, Section 7.14.
transducer array- a group of transducer elements

scan - a word of many meanings. A "scan"of a part arranged to provide a desired variation of radia-
means the process of moving a transducer back tion tran_mi_ion or reception with direction.
and forth over the part to acquire data. A single
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trigger - 1) to initiate an action which then continues video - in UT, a rectified and filtered signal derived
for a period of time as by applying a pulse to a from the RF signal, i.e., the baseline is at the bot-
trigger circuit; 2) the pulse used to initiate the ac- tom of the screen and the signal excursion is al-
tion of a trigger circuit. See also %ync.N ways upward. It is often used to trigger an alarm

(in conventional UT) or the taking of data (in
ultrasonic - pertaining to ultrasound; having a frequen- computer-based LYI'),and may be used for evalu-

cy greater than the highest humanlyaudible fre- ation in conventional UT. This term is derived
quency (approximately 20,000 hertz), from its meaning in general usage: pertaining to

picture signals or to the sections of a television
ultrasonics - the use of ultrasound for inspection or system that carry these signals in either

other purposes, unmodulated or modulated form; hence, a signal
displayed on a CRT.

ultrasonic gel - a type of viscous couplant; see coup-
lant. video filter - filter applied to the RF signal as part of

the process of obtaining the video signal.
ultrasound - vibrations having a frequency greater than

the highest humanly audible frequency views - representations of a part from different direc-
(approximately 20,000 hertz), tions. An orthogonal projection is a view from

one of the axial directions. A view along the z-
UT - ultrasonic testing; ultrasonic; ultrasonics; ultra- axis, i.e., showing true distances along the x and y

sonic inspection, axes, but collapsing all the z information, is called
a plan vie_ a view along the x or y axis is called

UT-... - designation used in the text for several test an elevation. A 3-D (or oblique) view is a view
blocks developed at PNL for system characteriza- from an off-axis direction; and an isometric view
tion: UT-RES-0000 is a UT resolution block for is a 3-D view in which the axes are shown at 60
0_ inspection; UT-RF__-4560is a UT resolution or 120 degree angles to each other. Loosely, "iso-
block for 45° and 60° inspection; UT-RPT-CIRC metric"is used to mean any 3-D view.
is a UT repeatability block containingholes with
circular cross-section. They are described in de- VMOS - vertical metal oxide semiconductor. A semi-
tail in Appendix A, Section 7 (Ultrasonic Mea- conductor technology used to produce arbitrary
surements), waveforms at high voltages in semiconductor-

based ultrasonic pulser circuits.

waveform - the pattern of rising and falling voltage
associated with an ultrasonic phenomenon of
interest.
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Appendix A

Preface

This Appendix presents the details of the procedure This Appendix can be used both as an aid to under-
developed at PNL for the characterizationof UT/ISI standing the characterizations that have been done at
systems. It includes all the material in the HypercardO PN'L,and as a tool for characterizing other systems.
stack used at PN'Lfor note-taking duringthe character- The Hypercard stack is available from PNL for use on
ization process, both the Question cards and the associ- Macintoshe computers, and the text of this Appendix is
ated Explanation cards. All but two or three items are available in Word Perfecto format for use on either PC
in the same order as in the Hypercard stack. In this or MacintoshOcomputers. The Hypercard stack does
Appendix, the Explanations are indicated by the nota- not have section numbers, and does not contain the
tion, 'Explanation of this item: ." Additional notes are peripheral sections such as Introduction and Bibliogra-
in italics and enclosed in [square] brackets, phy. As used at PNL, the stack is strictly a data-

8atherin8 tool; the data is then exported into the Word
Perfect document with modifications and amplification
as needed.

eHypemud- registeredtrademarkofAppleComputers,Inc.
eMacintc_,registezedtrademarkof AppleComputers,Inc.
•WardPerfect.registeredtrademarkof WordPerfectCorporation
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Introduction

Exnlanation of these items: The unnumbereditems at Hindrances to Evaluation--

thestartoftheevaluationarefree-formsummariesto

introducethereadertothesystem.Theyarecomposed
after all the other sections have been filled in. Potentially Sillnlflcant Items

GeneralDescription
Peculiaflties that may look like problems, but are not

Unusual Features
The remainder of this report contains a detailed evalua-
tion of the XXX system, a review checklist, a glossary

Positive Features of XXX terminology, and an index. The detailed evalu-
ation contains numerous fisures and imases, and covers
general system information, imase interpretation, me-

Neptive Featares chanical and ultrasonic operation, data acquisition, data
proceasinS,data storase, imaging capabilities, and spe-
cial features or problems.

Aids to Evaluation
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DETAILED EVALUATION

1.0 System Description
Explanation of this itel_: Some systems are entire,
integrated ('turn-key') systems, supplied in a manufac-

1.1 System name.. [_x] tttrer-defmedconfiguration; others are flexible and
allow the met to configure the components. It is ira-

1.2 Date [Evaluation beginnin&and ending dates] portant to know which components are fixed and which
can be changed, so that the auditor knows what btse-

1.3 Manufacturer _e is reed, i.e., whether the system in me at a given
site is practically idenfica_to that evaluated here, or

Who numufaetat_ the system? perhaps could be quite different.

[Nwne, address, phone, contacts] 1.7 Operating Platform

1.4 Supplier
What is the operating platform of the system?

Who supplied the system used in this study?
[Name, address, phone, contacts/ 1.7.1 Type of computer:.

1.5 Items Received 1.7.2 Operatingsystem:

What Itua were received by the evaluation team? 1.7.3 Multitasking:
[List the separate pieces in detai_ with part and serial
num_.] Yes[ ] _o [ ]

1.6 Components 1.7.4 Windowingenvironmentprovidedby
system:

Describe the components that make up the system.
Yes[] No[]

1.6.1 XXX system
1.7.$ Type,size, and resolutionof display(s):

[Provide block diagrams and photographs, as well as
prose descriptions of all modules and components.] 1.7.6 Type, size, and resolution of hard-copy

device(s):
1.6.7. Identifywhich systemcomponentsare
fixedand which can be changed. 1.7.7 Pointing device(s):

[ ] Software [Mouse, joystick, etc.]
[ ] Computer
[] ultrasonic_trument 1.8 Describe the audible noise level of
[ ] Mechanical scanner scanners
B ffiBuilt-in and fixed the system.
O = Optional (possibly built-in, but can be changed)
[ ] Other (explain): Explanation of th_ ite_n: Are people able to carry on a

conversation while the system is operating, or is it too
loud?
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2.0 Training [] Electronicblockdia_am
[ ] Cable confisuration
[] Mechanicalconfit_ation

2.1 Describe the operator training [] Other:
required/provided, s_,...a., of ,hl, item: Is there documentation, in

chart or dia_am form, to help the user understand the
interaction and sequencing of the software modules,

3.0 Set-up suchu data-takin&calibra_ analysis, plotti_? Is
there an overview chart that shows how the different
components or modules of the system interact, in s_-
cient detail to help the mr interpret the operation of

3.1 How does the operator set up the thesystem7
scanning parameters prior to scan-
ning?

5.0 Image Interpretation
_lJns_nq_ of th_ item" Is it easy? Does the operator
scroll throush the setup one item at a time? Or, does
the operator have to select different items one at a time Threugb examples, aplain how to interpret the bnalp
and enter values, preduced by the system.

For example, show how the axes are displayed, what
4.0 Documentation typesofimagesareproduced,howthex-._mcanbe

viewed, where to find the color key, etc. This is a free-
form section that will be different for each system. Its
purpose is to help the reader understandimases that

4.1 User's Manual areusedinL,t_sections.

Is u adequate manual explaining the overall operatiofi

of the system mad indicating any other support docu- 6.0 Scanner/Mechanical Measure-mentation provided with the system?
ments

Y.[] _o[]
06.1 Mechanical Res lutlon

Exp_tion of this item: Is there a manual that ex-

plains to the user, with reference to any other support 6.1.1 Does the operator have the ability to
documentation, the overall operation of the system?

enterthe stepsize?

4.2 Support Documentation Expumatlon of this item: h it poss_le for the operator
to request or demand a specific distance to be stepped

What detailed descriptions are available to the sophis- between readings within a scan, or between scans? The
tkated user who wishes to 8o beyond the stralghtfor- system may simply define a grid size, i.e_ both x and y
ward applications of the system? steps are chosen simultaneously;,or, it may allow speci-

fication of one or both axes independently. The x-axis
[ ] Software logic description is the axis which varies more slowly, i.e., one x-value for

[ ] Functional description each scan. The y-axis is the axis that varies more rapid-
[ ] Flow chart ly, Le., scanning axis, or "continuous"motion axis.
[ ] Layered logic presentation
[ ] Other

_/CR-5985 A.m
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6.1.1.1 X- and Y-axis together: 6.1.3.1 X-axis:

Yes[] No[ ] 6.1.3.2_-._:

6.1.1.1 Y-as/s IDdep_d_fly: 6.1.3.3 Multi-axis:

Yu [ ] No [ ] 6.1.4 What are the system step size limits?

6.L1.3 X-sxts la_pndmtl_ Exnlan,ttnn of this item: Indicate the smallest physical
step size pmu'ble (may be the encoder resolution, if it

Yes [ ] No [ ] is a de feedback drive); and if there is a largest possible
step size, indicate it.

6J_IAM_: (describe)
6.1.4.1 X..s_:

Yes[] no[]
Operator Software Scanner

6.1.2 Is the step size set by softwareor hard- Entry
ware? Smaflc_ x.xxu x.zx_ uxx

+l-m +l-m x.m
Are _ mtmd _ the lu_oos_ or are values
mtered by movl_ Jumpers or centrals? 6.1A_ Y-am:

• iQl____l_n,,Hnnof _ stem, If the system sets the _ Operator Software Scanner
without the operator movin8 a physicalswitch or jump- Entry
e:, the answer is "maware." Smallest: x.uxx x.nxx x.ux

+l-m +l-m x..,ax
6.1.2.1 X-rods:

6.1A.3 Multi-axis:

Software[ ] Hardware[ ] 6.I.S Howmany bits do the encoder counters
6.1.2.2 V-uls: have?

Software [ ] Hardware [ ] E_mlanstlm,_of this item: What is the maximum dis-
tance measured by the cncoders? Answer will probably

6.L2.3 Multi-uts: (describe) be 16 bits or 32 bits. This can be important in case of
Ion8 scans, on which a 16-bit counter would reset half-

Software [ ] Hardware [ ] way through the scan, necessitating software monitoring
andSi_ riseto possible errors.

6.L3 What are the possible values for step
sizes? (e4_.incrementsofs, etc.) 6.1.6 What scan distance is associated with

each encodercount?
Explanation Ofthis item: Indicate the amount (metric,
inch, or other) of the possible step sizes: for example, "l_'_xnhms,l'irj_ of thla item" What distanceis scannedfor

any number of thousandths of an inch would be entered every increment of the encoder counter. For example,
as .001";hundredths of amm would be .01 ram; or if 0.001 inch, 0.1 ram, etc.
the spacing is irregular it might be .001",.002",.004",
.008",.010",.020",etc.
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6.1.7 What determines the pulse time? needed to restore original signal. Or, exphtln observa-
tions.

E.."planatign_of thl. item. (e.g. , on the fly or with the
stepper motor - the vendor should provide this answer). Explanation ofthisit©m: Repeatability is important in
When does the UT instrument pulse (fire the main itself as a prerequisite to evaluation by re-scannin8. It
bang)? Does it fi'ee run? h it synchronized with a is also a good measure of the overall integrity of the
stepper motor? h it triwered on a timing pulse that mechanical subsystem and interface. It is important to
coordinates motion and pulsing? know whether the repeatability degrades at high speed.

6.1.8 Accuracy of Positional Information 6A.9.1 Rqamtablllty

Dutemlne the aeeura_ of the ultrasonic path length The variability in X was 0.008"(0.2 ram). The variabili-
over a P x f' (12.7 ,,mx 12.7 cat) square by wing ty in Y was 0.003"(0.076 ,am). These values were
accurate altrueak time-el-flight measurement, determined by usin8 a 45"shear wave probe and the

ball target of Test Block UT-RPT-CIRC-1. The probe

_[planatlml of thk it,sin. One of the importalR _ was turned alon8 the X and Y axes respectively for the
methods for UT/ISI systems is SAFr processin& which two values.
requires accuracy to about 0.1 wavelength. This test is
intended to determine whether the system _ such 6.1.9J iacllaed surface scan
accuracy. Another approach would be to test the axis

Include a sen ot an taean.-d surface with the scanaccuracies,but that would be indirect, andofmore
interesttothebuilderofthemechanicalsubsystemthan mevinlltoud fromthesurfacebyatleastI rotatlon
totheanalystofthewholesystem.The method_ is oftheencoder.
to scan a 5" x 5" square on a test standard with a
round-bottom hole, mdng a phase or distance acquit- Explanation of this item: By scanning far enough to
tion system (e.g., Holoview), and analyze the results, rotate the encoder completely, any anomalies in the
The expected phase (distance) pattern can be predicted processing of accumulated rotations will be uncovered.
well by theory, and variatiom indicate either local varia-
tior_s(e.8., wobbly lines) or systematic errors (e.g., 6.2 Assurance of Positional Readings
4-1/2" instead of 5").

6.2.1 What type of eneoder is used?
6.I.9 Positional Repeatability

[] 1.tn.r
Test for positiomdropoatabmtyby,tarfluSthetru.- [ ] Rotary(optical)
dater at a given distance li'em a reflector and record- [ ] None
lall the starting lmlat on an escUlescope dlaplay (a
storelle SCel_would be useful). Then, have the trans- Explanation of this itea1: Are the position encoders
daeer travel a path that should take it back to the relative or absolute? Absolute encoders assure that
startlag marker. Perferm the reputabmty test at the positions are accurate, trustworthy, and repeatable. If
default speed[and at the fastest speed. Do this ulatl relative encoders are used, other system checks must be
(shnultaneously or separately) an degrees of freedom in place to guarantee valid position data.
that can l_ttmately heusedderlaSanlaspectien

l.dnde a ma oran ladiaed sertacewiththe 6.2.2 Are the position encoders relative or
scan moviag to ud from the surface by at least I absolute?
retatlon ef the a¢oda'.

Relative [ ] Absolute [ ]
Record mpHtude and time of ultrasonic signal before

and a.qerthe acurslom Record amount el' motion Explanation O[ this item: Absolute cncodcrs assure that
positions are accurate, trustworthy,and repeataole. If
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relative encoders are used, other system checks must be ly, and indicate any interaction between the two; for
in place to guarantee valid position data. example, the maximum area may be less than the prod-

uct of the two maximum values for x and y separately.
6.2.3 Where are the encoders attached? This item is important for establishing the maximum

size of image that can be formed in one setup; for
[ ] Motor verifying that there is no conflict between size of scan
[ ] Motion Axis and resolution of image; for an estimate of length of

time required to scan a certain area (because changing
6.2.4 What type of drive is used? setupswilltaketime).

[ ] Stepper Motors 6.3.2 What limits the travel? (e.ll.scanner strue-
[ ] Servo Motors turn, etc.)
[ ] Hydraulics
[ ] Other (describe) Explanation of this item: Indicate restrictions due to

any hardware or software factors, such as mounting

6.2.$ What type of positioning is used? configuration,gravity,obstructions,data acquisition,
analysissoftware,filesize,etc.

[ ] Open Loop
[] Closedt_op 6.4 Speed Limits of Scan

Explanation of this item: In an open loop system a 6.4.1 Does the operator have the ability to

move is made and no attempt is made to verify the set the speed of the scans7
move. In a dosed loop system a move is made and the

software uses encoder information to verify and, if Yes [ ] No [ ]
necessary,rectifythemove.

Explanation of this item: Can the operator input a
6.2.6 How is backlash taken earn of?. requested scan speed in inches per second, mm per

second, square inches per second, etc.? (The answer
If appropriate, record mount of backlash, can be Yes even if the. so_e can override the re-

quest).
Explanation of this item: Some systems may take data
in one direction only. Systems with encoders may have 6.4.2 What are the slowest and fastest
the encoder on the motor or the axis side of the gear. speeds that the operator can enter?
box, belt, etc. There may be a backlash compensation

table. The point of the question is to know what limita- Explanation of this item: If the operator can input
tions there are on multi-directional data taking, requested speeds, what are the lowest and highest

6.3 Mechanical Limits speedsthat can be requested, and in what units?

6.4.2.1 X-axis:
6.3.1 What is the amount of travel that can
be done in one scan? 6.4.22 Y-axis:

Determine this by operating the pipe and/or flat scan- 6.4.2.3 Multi-axis:
her through a series of test runs.

_tplanation of this _tem: Indicate in inches or mm the
maximum dimensions of the rectangle that can be
scanned in one setup. Specify for x and y axis separate-
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6.4.3 What limits the speed of the scans? (e.g. 6.5.2 How is a scan repeated? (e.g. using an
software or hardware)? absolute home)

Explanation of this item: Describe the limitations on Explanation of thi, item: Indicate the mechanism by
the scan speed. It may be due simply to the maximum which a re-scan can be made: a simple menu choice; a
speed of the axis drive motors. It may be due to instru- new scan using suitable parameters. Is it simple
ment rep rate limitations. It may be due to limitations enough to be used routinelywhen required, or so com-
of the data acquisition hardware or software. It may be plicated as to discourage the operator from doing a
due to deh'beratelimitation of the software based on re-scan?

the physics of the situation. Or...
6.5.3 If a rescan is performed, can the new

6.4.4 Is the default speed too slow, or can • data be seamlessly integrated into the previ-
the speed be set too fast, for proper ous data?
sampling?

Yes[] No[]
Explanation of this item: The intent of this questionis
to establish whether the system operates at maximum 6.5.4 What is the level of rescan possible?
efficiency (maximum data points per time unit) without
sacrificing reliability. "Too slow"means overkill, i.e., [ ] Any subset of previously inspected volume
that the default scan speed is significantly slower than [ ] Only previously defined subsections
the speed required to achieve proper accuracy and [ ] Must rescan entire section
100% coverage. "Too fast"means that the scan can go
so fast that 100% coverage is not achieved or position

data is not accurate. 7.0 Ultrasonic Measurements

6.4.4.1 Too Slow:. 7.1 Dynamic Range
Yes[l No[]

What is the dynamic range in dB?
6.4.42 Too Fast:

Exvlanation of this item: Determine this by taking the

Yes [ ] No [ ] ratio of the system RMS noise and the maximum signal
that the system can display/store without saturation at

6.5 Mechanism for Repeating Scan constant gain. Perform this measurement at minimum
gain and maximum gain and note both figures. Dynam-
ic Range = 20*log (Max. Signal)/(RMS Noise). The

6.5.1 Does the possibility exist to repeat a ASTM definition for dynamic range is the ratio of the
scan for indication characterization? maximum to minimum reflective areas that can be

distinguished on the cathode ray tube at a constant gain
Yes [ ] No [ ] setting. Since this definition of dynamic range is both

material and frequency dependent, this test plan shall
Explanation of this item: It is often of interest to measure dynamic range as stated above. Measure both
re-scan a portion of the scanned area in order to verify the noise and the maximum signal at the same output
the data taken or to get higher resolution or different point.
amplitude thresholds. Does the system provide some

means of doing so? 7.2 Resolution Blocks

Scanning of the resolution blocks is performed to show
imaging of standard targets. It also measures resolu-
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tion capabilities under less-thun-idealconditions. The 72.1 Measure the lateral resolution by using
standard probes used are not focused probes, so the the standard test blocks.
lateral resolution is not the best that the system is

capable of, unless the system has image processing The lateral resolution is defined as the minimum sepa-
capabilities such as SAFT or holography, in which case ration between targets that results in a signal drop of
the images provide a test of the processing capabilities, at least 6 dB below the peak amplitude of the weaker

target.
[Note: Figures A.1 through A._ Tables A.1 through A.4,

and the following text describe the geometry of the resolu- Explanation of this item: The lateral resolution of an
tion blocks, which are also described in the American ultrasonic system is defined as the ability of the system
Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and to distinguish between two objects in the XY plane
Pressure Vessel Code, Section V, "Nondestructive Exami- (e.g., the plane which is perpendicular to the axis of the
nation," Paragraph T-435, and Appendix E, Figures E-IO sound beam). The lateral resolution will be measured
and E-20. by determining which set of holes in the standard test

block are separated. A set of holes is considered sepa-
UT-RES-O000 (Tables A.1 and A.2, Figures A.1 and A.2) rated if the signal amplitudein the image decreases by
is a normal-incidence block containing a pattern of quar- at least 6 dB between the peak signals of two holes.
ter-inch diameter holes at varying depths and spacings to Resolution will be measured for the most common

permit analysis of the depth and lateral resolution capa- inspection angles of 0, 45, and 60 degrees. 0° resolution
bilities of an ultrasonic imaging system. The set of holes is measured on block UT-RES-0(XD-2. 45° and 60°
used for depth resolution is at vao_8 depths but on a resolution is measured on block UT-RES-4560-2.
regular lateral spacing. The set of holes used for lateral

resolution is on varying lateral spacing but at a uniform 7.2.1.1 0 degree longitudinal:
depth. Figure A.1 shows the block as seen by the ultra-

sonics inspector when the block is insonified from the 7.2.1.2 45 degree shear:.
side opposite to the drilled surface. Figure .4.2 is a ma-

chinist's view, for use in constructing the block. 7.2.1.3 60 degree shear:.

The depth resolution holes are in two rows. One has a 7.2.2 Measure the depth resolution by using
ftre_ coarse depth change of 0.230 °'(5.8 nun) between the standard test blocks.
adjacent holes, and the other has a fine depth change
varying from 0.023"to 0.057" (0.6ram to L4 mm) be-
tween adjacent holes. Explanation of this item: Depth resolution of an ultra-

sonic system is defined as the ability of the system to

The lateral resolution holes are arranged with a geometri- resolve two objects in the XZ or YZ plane. The depth
cally decreasing lateral spacing between adjacent edges resolution will be measured by determinin_ the actual
from 1.0" to 0.016" (25.4 mm to 0.4 mm). difference in depth between holes in the test block.

Resolution will be measured for the most common

UT-RES-4560 (Tables A.3 and A.4, Figures A.3 through inspection angles of 0o, 45°, and 60°.
A.8) contains four sets of holes, two at 45 degrees and
two at 60 degrees. One of the 45 degree faces and one of 7.2.2.1 0 degrees:
the 60 degree faces contains depth resolution holes, and

7.2.2.2 45 degrees:the other two contain lateral resohaion holes. The spac-
ings and depths of the holes are similar to those of UT-
RES-O00_ with allowances for angle-beam inspection. 7.2.2.3 60 degrees:
The metal travel as shown in Tables A.3 and A.4 is mea-

sured along the centerline of each hole. The lateral-

resolution holes are arranged so that all are at equal
metal traveL]
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TABLE A.I: HOLE PATrERN DIMENSIONS FOR CALIBRATION
BLOCK UT-RES-0000

Dimensions in Inches

HOLE HOLE METAL HOLE HOLE METAL
POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL

X Y X Y

__.0.005 __.0.005 -*-0.002 +_.0.002 __.0.002 +_0.002 _0.005 +_0.005

A 6.000 3.000 1.080 2.920 K 6.000 4.000 2.000 2.000
B 5.000 3.000 1310 2.690 L 4.750 4.000 2.000 2.000
C 4.000 3.000 1.540 2.460 M 4.000 4.000 2.000 2.000
D 3.000 3.000 1.770 2230 N 3.500 4.000 2.000 2.000
E 2.000 3.000 2.000 2,000 O 3.125 4.000 2.000 2.000
F 6.000 2.000 1.828 2.172 P 2.813 4.000 2.000 2.000
G 5.000 2.000 1.885 2.115 Q 2.532 4.000 2.000 2.000
H 4.000 2.000 1.943 2.057 R 2.266 4.000 2.000 2.000
I 3.000 2.000 1.977 2.023 S 2.532 4266 2.000 2.000
J 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000 T 2.813 4281 2.000 2.000

U 3.125 4.322 2.000 2.000
V 3.500 4375 2.000 2.000
W 4.000 4..500 2.000 2.000
X 4.750 4.750 2.000 2.000
Y 6.000 5250 2.000 2.000

Drillall holesfiat-bottomedandpezl;endicularto thescanningsurface. Holediametemshallbe 0.250 4. 0.005in Faces#1 and f2, and0.250-+
0.002in Facesf3 and#4. Hole bottomsshallbe parallelto thescanningsurfaceto within1°.Maximumradiusof hole bottomcomersshallbe
0.010.
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TABLE A.2: HOLE PATFERN DIMENSIONS FOR CALIBRATION
BLOCK UT-RES-0000

Dimensions in Millimeters

HOLE HOLE METAL HOLE HOLE METAL
POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL

X Y X Y

_+0.13 +_0.13 ±3.05 ±0.05 -+0.05 _+0.05 +_0.13 +_0.13

A 152.40 76.20 27.43 74.17 K 152.40 101.60 50.80 50.80
B 127.00 76.20 33.27 6833 L 120.65 101.60 50.80 50.80

C 101.60 76.20 39.12 62.48 M 101.60 101.60 50.80 50.80
D 76.20 76.20 44.96 56.64 N 88.90 101.60 50.80 50.80

E 50.80 76.20 50.80 50.80 O 79.38 101.60 50.80 50.80
F 152.40 50.80 46.43 55.17 P 71.45 101.60 50.80 50.80
G 127.00 50.80 47.88 53.72 Q 6431 101.60 50.80 50.80
H 101.60 50.80 4935 52.25 R 57.56 101.60 50.80 50.80
I 76.20 50.80 50.22 51.38 S 6431 108.36 50.80 50.80

J 50.80 50.80 50.80 50.80 T 71.45 108.74 50.80 50.80
U 79.38 109.78 50.80 50.80

V 88.90 111.13 50.80 50.80
W 101.60 114.30 50.80 50.80
X 120.6,5 120.65 50.80 50.80

Y 152.40 13335 50.80 50.80

Drillallholes flat-bottomedandperpendieelarto the scanningsttrface.Holediametersshallbe 6.35 _ 0.13 in Faces#1 and _2, and 6.35 ± 0.05
in Faces_3 and #4. Holebottomsshallbe paralleltothe scanningsm'facetowithin1". Maximumradiusof holebottomcornersshallbe 0.25.
Metricequivalentsto dime.asionson drawingaxeas follows:ZOO"= 50.8ram;4.00- = 101.6rang8.00"= 203.2ram;7.50"= 190.5ram;0.010"=
0.25 mm.
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Figure A.6 UT-RF.S-4S60,devstion view, profile of'4S-desree faces (depth-resolution on left, lateral-resolution on
fish0

Figure A.7 UT-_, elevation view, profile of 60-degree faces (lateral-resolution on left, depth.resolution on
fish0
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TABLE A.3: HOLE PATTERN DIMENSIONS FOR CALIBRATIONBLOCK UT.
RES-4560

Dimensions in Inches

Face #1 60"Lateral Face #3 60_ Depth

HOLE HOLE METAL HOLE HOLE METAL
POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL

X Y X Y

±0.002 __.0.002 +_0.005 ±0.008 +_0.005 -*-0.005 ±0.002 ±0.011

K 5.000 1268 1.000 1.750 A 4.688 0.970 1.172 1.750
L 6.250 1.268 1.000 1.750 B 5.688 0.970 1.149 1.773
M 7.000 1.7.68 1.000 1.750 C 6.688 0.970 1.115 1.807
N 7.500 1.268 1.000 1.750 D 7.688 0.970 1.057 1.865
O 7.875 1268 1.000 1.750 E 8.688 0.970 1.000 1.922
P 8.188 1.268 1.000 1.750 F 4.688 1..970 2.904 1.750
Q 8.469 1.268 1.000 1.750 G 5.688 1.970 2.674 1.980
R 8.734 12.68 1.000 1.750 H 6.688 1.970 2.444 2.210
S 8.469 1.533 1.460 1.750 I 7.688 1.970 2.214 2.440
T 8.188 1.549 1.487 1.750 J 8.688 1.970 1.984 2.670
U 7.875 1.589 1.557 1.750
V 7.500 1.643 1.650 1.750 Face #4 45° Lateral
W 7.000 1.768 1.866 1.750
X 6.250 2.018 2.299 1.750 HO_ HOLE METAL
Y 5.000 2.518 3.165 1.750 POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL

X Y

Face @2 45° Depth
-4-_0.002 +_0.002 ±0.005 --.0.007

HOLE HOLE METAL
POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL K 4.500 2.157 1.000 1.750

X Y L 5.750 2.157 1.000 1.750
M 6_500 2.157 1.000 1.750

_ 0.005 _ 0.005 ± 0.002 ± 0.007 N 7.000 2.157 1.000 1.750
O 7.375 2.157 1.000 1.750

A 4.981 2.485 1.172 1.750 P 7.687 2.157 1.000 1.750
B 5.981 2.485 1.149 1.773 Q 7.968 2.157 1.000 1.750
C 6.981 2.485 1.115 1.807 R 8234 2.157 1.000 1.750
D 7.981 2.485 1.057 1.865 S 7.968 2.422 1.266 1.750
E 8.981 2.485 1.000 1.922 T 7.687 2.438 1.281 1.750
F 4.981 3.485 2.172 1.750 U 7.375 2.478 1.322 1.750
G 5.981 3.485 1.942 1.980 V 7.000 2.532 1.375 1.750
H 6.981 3.485 1.712 2.210 W _i.500 2.657 1.500 1.750
I 7.981 3.485 1.482 2.440 X 5.750 2.907 1.750 1.750
J 8.981 3.485 1.252 2.670 Y 4.500 3.407 2.250 1.750

Drill all holes fiat-bottomed and perpendicular to the sloped surfaces. Hole diameters shall be 0.250 ±0.005" in Faces @2and @3, and 0.250
:t:0.002"in Faces @1and @4. Hole bottoms shall be parallel to sloped surface within 1". Maximum radius of hole bottom comers shah be 0.010'.
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TABLE A.4: HOLE PA'ITERN DIMENSIONS FOR BLOCK UT-RES-,1560
Dimensions in Millimeters

Face #1 60*Lt:teral Face. #3 60' Depth

HOLE HOLE METAL HOLE HOLE METAL
POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL

X Y X Y

±0.05 :t0.05 ±0.13 ±0_21 :t0.13 ±0.13 ±0.05 ±027

K 127.00 3221 25.40 44.45 A 119.08 24.64 29.77 44.45
L 158.75 32.21 25.40 44.45 B 144.48 24.64 29.18 45.03
M 177.80 3221 25.40 44.45 C 169_88 24.64 2832 45.90
N 190.50 32.21 25.40 44.45 D 195.28 24.64 26.85 4737
O 200.03 32.21 25.40 44.45 E 220.68 24.64 25.40 48.82
P 207.98 32.21 25.40 44.45 F 119.08 50.04 73.76 44.45
0 215.11 32.21 25.40 44.45 G 144.48 50.04 67.92 5029
R 221.84 3221 25.40 44.45 H 169.88 50.04 62.08 56.13
S 215.11 38.94 37.08 44.45 I 195.28 50.04 56.24 61.98
T 207.98 39,34 37.77 44.45 J 220.68 50.04 5039 67,82
U 200.03 40.36 39.55 44.45
V 190.50 41.73 41.91 44.45 Face #4 45° Lateral
W 177,80 44.91 47.40 44.45
X 158.75 51.26 58.39 44.45 HOLE HOLE METAL
Y 127.00 63.96 8039 44.45 POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL

X Y
Face #2 45"Depth

±0.05 ±0.05 :t:0.13 +0.18
HOLE HOLE METAL

POSITION DEPTH TRAVEL K 114.30 54.79 25.40 44.45
X Y L 146.05 54.79 25.40 44.45

M 165.10 54.79 25.40 44.45
±0.13 :i:0.13 ±0.05 -+0.18 N 177.80 54.79 25.40 44.45

O 187.33 54.79 25.40 44.45
A 126.52 63.12 29.77 44.45 P 19525 54.79 25.40 44.45
B 151.92 63.12 29.18 45.03 Q 202.39 54.79 25.40 44.45
C 17732 63.12 2832 45.90 R 209.14 54.79 25.40 44.45
D 202.72 63.12 26.85 4737 S '202.39 61.52 3116 44.45
E 228.12 63.12 25.40 48.82 T 195.25 61.93 32.54 44.45
F 126.52 88.52 55.17 44.45 U 187.33 62.94 33.58 44.45
G 151.92 88.52 49.33 5029 V 177.80 6431 34.93 44.45
H 17732 88.52 43.48 56.13 W 165.10 67.49 38.10 44.45
I 202.72 88.52 37.64 61.98 X 146.05 73.84 44.45 44.45
J 228.12 88.52 31.80 67.82 Y 114.30 86.54 57.15 44.45

Drillallholesflat-bottomedandpe_ totheslopedsurfaces.Holediametersshallbe635±0.13inFaces@2and@3,and635±0.05in
Faces#1 and#4. Holebottomsshallbe_ to slopedmufamwithin1". Maximumradiusof holebottomcomemshallbe0.25.Metric
equivalentsofdimensionsondmwiag:14.000"= 355.60nun;13.500"= 34190ram;10.554",,,268.07nun;8.729",,,,221.72ram;1.5'72"= 39.93
nu_2.581"= 65.$6m_ 3.000"= 76.20ram.
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7.3 Repeatability Block
7.4 How accurate is the field proce-

Reportthe results fromscanningrepeatabmtytest dure for measuring depth or length?
block UT-RFr-CIRC.

Explanation of this item: If the system has a procedure
Explanation of _ item: This block has blank faces for measuring the dimensions of a reflector, apply it to
normal to 450 and 60° beams, a round-bottom hole, and determine the accuracy of the procedure. It may be an
two cylindric_-bottom slots at right angles, in the hot- automatic software measurement using a box or cursor,
tom face. The scans should be done with both the

or a written procedure using a printed image, or some
native software and, if possible, an acoustic holography other method. If there is no procedure given, avswer
system. "n/a". Indicate any relevant factors in the accutacy of

the method (how well it locates the boundaries of a
The results concerning repeatability are presented else- reflection, whether it rues a specified dB drop in signal,
where. The emphasis here is on the imaging of the etc.). This question is designed to test the procedure,
block, rather than the image fidelity.

Note..F_SureA.9s_wsthecon_u_onofthe__t:- %$ Procedure Review
fly block. It contains a largespherical target that _.z an
image comainin& concentric rinss _f imaged with depth-
coded methods such ns time.of T_ightor acoustic holoFa- Describe uy precedural elements (adlbratlon, enml-
phy. The uniformity of these _g_ is indicagve of the nation, evaluation, etc.) that should be specifically
mechanical and ultrasonic precision of the systent The addressed in field procedures for this equlpmeaL
block also contains two milled 8roove$withcircular
cross-section. Imaging these grooves measm_ the back- Note: This item is addressed in detail in a separate
lash of the system. Appendix.

Themetric equivalentsof thedimensionson thedrawing Exolanafion of this item: Review all field procedures
are as follows: (adibration, _minatiolx, evahlatiol_ etc.) from a hu-

Inch Metric, nun man factors viewpoint. If the system has a field e_libra-
0.001 0.03 tion procedure, indicate how well it is written to assure
0.005 0.13 that the operator will cah'bratethe equipment properly
0.010 0.25 and repeatedly. E_uate it for understandability,¢o-
0.125 3.18 gency, and logical presentation. Some questions to
0.132 3.35 consider are the following: - h it dear and unambigu-
0.250 6.35 ous7 - Is it easy to follow? - Is it flexible enough to
0.300 7.62 allow the operator to handle a variety of circumstances7
0.500 12.70 Note: PNL evaluation of this is done by a separate
1.000 25.40 team from the one performing the equipment evalua-
1.250 31.75 tion.
ZOO0 50.8O

zsoo 6_.5o 7.6 Follow the calibration procedure
2.550 64.77 to scan piping, fiat plate, or other ap-
z75o 69.s5 propriate test specimens so that the3.125 79.38
4.o00 lol.6o data output for known specimens may
4.625 117.48 be reported.
5.00O 127.00

7.000 177.80 Explanation of this item: Describe the procedure fol-
7.750 196.85 lowed and the data taken. Note any deviations from
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what was expected, e.g., - Does it do dynamic focusing or beam steering?
-- Does it use multipIe angle-beam transducers?

The resolution block scans have been presented and
described in other sections. Other specimens scanned 7.9.2 How does the system respond to non-
were [for example: a pipe with saw cuts, a pipe with functional channels?
artificially induced cracks, a Y-pattern test block, a small-

er resolution block, a sample with shallow notches, ...]. Explanation of this item: Is there some check to make
sure that a channel is not working? Is it the case that

7.7 Is there a mechanism for in-place either the system will not inspect at all, or there is
calibration reference checks? compensation for the missing channel, so that the sys-

tem will not simply overlook the volume supposedly

[ ] Yes covered by the missing channel?
[] No

7.9.3 Are there softwarechecks to ensure
Explanation of this item: The question here is whether that all necessary data is taken?
the calibration can be done under actualinspection
conditions (remote wiring, etc.). Exp_lanation of this item: Is it faU-safe?

7.8 List and characterize, according to 7.9.4 What are the consequencesof having
ASTM E-1065, the center frequency non-functionalchannels?
and bandwidth of all ultrasonic search

Explanation of _ item: Detail the response of the
units used in the evaluation, whether system, or the problems that may occur.

provided with the system or supplied
by the evaluation team. 7.10 Error Recovery

List the identifcafion (manufacturer,frequency, model Is there a mechanism to allow recalibration and con-
and serial numbers, etc.) of all transducers. Record all tinuation after an error?
vendor markings, including serial numbers, so that data
taken during the system evaluation can be correlated to [ ] Yes (describe)
the specific search units used. Note whether frequency [ ] No
and bandwidth determined agrees with that indicated by
the vendor. Note: other search unit parameters are Explanation of this item: If an error occurs after a
assumed to be as specified by the manufacturer. Beam large amount of scanning has been done, can you recov-
profile is not controlled by relevant ASTM procedures, er and continue, or must you start over from scratch?
and is too time-consuming to measure here. This is more an effidency issue th_ capability. This is

only an issue on a highly automated system; otherwise

7.9 Number of Channels the operator can obviously continue the inspection from
any place desired.

7.9.1 What is the numberof channels used
by the system?

Explanation of th_ item: How many receivers, or how
many multiple transducers, does the system have?
Unless otherwise noted, it is assumed that the number
of pulsers equals the number of receivers. Describe the
nature of the system, if there is more than one channel,
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7.11 Frequency Ranges 7.12.2 Describe the control of spatial sam-
piing.

7.11.1 What are the pulser frequency ranges
used by the system? (e4g.1 MHz, $ MHz, 20 MHz, What is the minimum number of pulses per beam-
etc.) width, and how is it controlled (e.g., inspection rate

versus pulse repetition rate, scanning speed, incre-

Explanation of this item: Give the nominal pulser ment)?

frequencies. Explanation Qf_ item: If rep rate is set on the fly by

7.11.2 What are the receiver fi,equency rang- software,in conjunctionwithaxisspeedandtransducer
beam size, what is the minimum number of pulse repe-

es used by the system? (e_. 1 MEIz,$ MHz, 20 titious while the smallest cross section of the beam
MHz, etc., as determined by the preamp and receiver) scans across a given point; or what is the minimum

number of pulse repetitions per unit of length? Specify
Exp_lan_tionof this item: Give the nominal preamp and units used. What parameters does the software consid-
receiver frequencies. This indicates the bandwidth of er in llmitin_ the rep rate (e.g., scanning speed, part
the system, thickness), and how are they used?

7.11.3 What method is used to assm'e the 7.13 Pitch/Catch Ability
pulser fl'equencies and the receiver frequen-
cies coincide? Dee.s the system have pitch/catch ability?.

Explanation of this item: Normally the receiver fre- Yes [ ] No [ ]
quencyshould be either broadband or equal to the

pulser frequency. If the pulser and receiver frequencies Explanation Qf _ item: Is it possible to use two
are set separately, is there some means (softw_e, pro- search units, or a split-element search unit, with one
cedure, other) to ensure this? search unit or element transmitting and the other re-

ceiving?
7.12 Repetition Rate for the System

7.14 Methods of Operation
7.12.1 What is the maximum repetition rate
for the system? What are the methods of operation?

Explanation 9f this item: Give the maximum pulser rep [ ] Tone Bursts
rate possible for the electronics of the system (without [ ] Multiple Transducers
regard to deliberate software limitations based on ge- [ ] Lamb Waves
ometry or s¢_nnln_ speed). [ ] Creeping Waves

[ ] Square Wave Excitation
[ ] Tandem SAFT Mode
[ ] PhasedArray
[ ] Spike Excitation
[ ] Other:

Explanation of this item: Check off or describe the--

special modes of operation of the system.
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8.0 Data Acquisition/Processing which transducer produced the echo. Does the system
have some means for the analyst to determine this?

8.1 Acquisition Scheme 8.2.3 If List Is Produced...

What type of data acquisition scheme is used by the What methods are used to produce the list of
system (raster scan, spiral, heuristic, etc.)? If not indications?
raster scan (which is detailed in separate questions),
give details here. [ ] Threshold

[ ] Target Motion

8.2 Detection of Indications [ ] Other:

Does the system automatically produce u list of indica- Explanation of this item: Check or describe the meth-
tions? ods used by the software to designate certain reflections

as indications. "Threshold"means the amplitude is
used. "target motion" means the relative time change

Yes [ ] No [ ] of the reflector signal to a back_ound signal is used. If
some other method is used, name it or describe it.

Explanation of this item: Does the system produce a
list, in words and figures, or by special markings on a
graphical presentation, identifying wheflaer the volume 8.2.4 If List Is Produced...
scanned contains reflections that should be regarded as What is the technical basis for the procedure
indications of potential defects? A graphical presenta- (the physics)? Validate ff possible.
tion of all reflectors is not a "yes.' A 'yes" means that
some special additional marking is given to "indica- Explanation of this item: What are the physical princi-
tions." ples that form the basis of making the list of indica-

tions? If possible, present objects containing various
8.2.1 If List Is Produced... reflectors and verify the dassitication. This question is

What information is given about the indica- onlyimportantif the methodused is novel or unusual.

tions? 8.2.$ If List Is Produced...

[] Location Does documentation exist to describe how the
[] Amplitude system determines the detection of indica-
[] Other: tions (the algorithms)?

Explanation of this item: Check whether location Yes [ ] No [ ]
and/or amplitude of the indication is given. If other
information is given, describe. Explanation of this item: Is the decision procedure

documented in the available manuals? This question is
8.2.2 If List Is Produced... onlyimportantif themethod used is novel or unusual.

Does the system display which transducer
was used to find the indications? 8.2.6 If List Is Produced...

Is the system provided with a test data set
Yes [ ] No [ ] N/A [ ] that verifies the automatic detection meth-

ods?
Explanation of this item: If the system uses only one

transducer, or pitch-catch, the answer is "n/a". If the Yes [ ] No [ ]
system is capable of multiple transducer operation, the
location and meaning of the echo is dependent on
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Explanation of this item: Is there a file or a set of files 8.3.3 If Indications Are Characterized...

that exercises the software, i.e., demonstrates how the What methods does the system use for char-
software analyzes the raw data to arrive at the process- acterization?
ed data?

8.2.7 What procedures exist for the operator [ ] Multiple Transducers[ ] spectrumAnalysis
tOdetermine indications? [ ] SignalSmoothing

[ ] Spatial Signal Averaging
Explanation of _ itfm: Whether or not the system [ ] Automatic Image Analysis
produces a list of indications, what methods does the [ ] Analyst-assisted Image Analysis
operator have available to group sets of reflections? [ ] Other:

8.3 Characterization of Indications Explanation of this item: Check or list the methods.

Does the system have any capability to automatically 8.3.4 If Indications Are Characterized...
characterizeindications? What is the technical basis for the procedure

(the physics)? Validate if possible.
Yes[] No[]

Explanation of _ item: Descn'be the physi _ princi-
Explanation of _ item: If there is a list produced, or pies that form the basis for the characterization of
the operator can indicate an area, can the system give indications. If possible, present test samples to the
further information about the indications, e.g., crack- system to verify correct characterization.
like, volumetric, etc. (see following questions)?

8.3.5 If Indications Are Characterized...
8.3.1 If Indications Are Characterized... Does documentation exist to describe how the
Can the system recognize and exclude geo- system determines the characterization of
metric indications? indications (the algorithms)?

Yes[] No[] Yes[] No[]

8.3.2 If Indications Are Characterize&., Explanation of _ item: Is the characterization proce-
What parameters does the system character- dure documented in the available manuals? This ques-
ize? tion is only important if the method used is novel or

unusuaL

[ ] Location
[ ] Orientation 8.3.6 If Indications Are Characterized...
[] Size Is the system provided with a test data set
[ ] Type: Volumetric/Planar (inclusion, void, crack, that verifies the automatic characterization

etc.) methods?
[ ] Shape

[] Other:. Yes[] No[]

Explanation of this item: Check or describe the param- Explanation 0f _ item: Is there a file or a set of files
eters, that exercises the software, i.e., demonstrates how the

software analyzes the raw data to arriveat the process-
ed data?
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8.3.7 What procedures exist for the operator 9.4 What is the fidelity of the imaged
to characterizeindications? geometry (i.e. correct scaling)?

Explanati0n.0f _ item: Whether or not the system Explanation of this item: Scan a block containing re-
characterizes indications, what methods does the opera- flectors of knowngeometry (at least 2" x 2" square scan;
tor have available to analyze sets of reflections? preferably 5"x 5" or more) and compare the imaged

distances and shape to the true distances and shape.
8.4 Material Characterization Use the most accurate tools possible and describe. For

any distance measurement, subtract the actual distance
What types of material characterization are done, from the (rescaled) imaged distance and divide by the
other than localized indications, e.g., noisiness, multi- actual distance. This gives the percentage error (if no
pie cracking, attenuation? scale is provided, choose a set of features from which to

calculate a scale, indicate how the scale was calculated,
and use it). Measure at least two x-axis distances, two

9.0 Image Presentation y-axis distances, and two depths; also two opposite
diagonal distances in the same plane; and compute the
percentage error of each. To calculate the amount of

9.1 Is there a cursor readout? (used for skew, calculate the normalized amount of each diagonal
aiding detection ud characterization) measurement (the imaged distance divided by the actual

distance) and divide the larger normalized amount of
Yes [ ] No [ ] each pair by the smaller of the same pair. Subtract one

from this number. This is the amount of skew.
Erolanation of this item: Is there a cross hair or other

pointer that allows the operator to refer to, and get 9.5 Can the system perform geometri-information about, a specific point or area of the dis-
played volume? cal corrections for scans done on com-

plex geometries and curved surfaces?
9.2 Record the performance of the
graphics tool for the following tests by using Yes [ ] No [ ]
photographs of the display. Also, generate hard copies
with a printer when appropriate. 9.6 What views of the data are provid-

ed?
9.3 How is data analyzed and present-
ed for non-fiat geometries? [] Top

[ ] End

[ ] Genetic 3-d [ ] Side
[ ] Cylinder: unwrap [ ] 3-D
[] stices [1 F._ho
[ ] Other (describe) [ ] Projection

[] Section

Explanation of _ item: Curved surfaces and complex
shapes may require highly sophisticated techniques for Explanatien of this item: Does the system provide
beam correction on the one hand, and image presenta- orthogonal views of the data, i.e., viewed parallel to the
tion on the other. What is provided? For example, x, y, and z axes? Top = C-scan view, parallel to z-axis.
cylindrical, spherical, compound curve (nozzle inser- Side and end refer to B-scan, B'-scan, or D-scan views,
tion), parallel to the x or y axes (no fixed definition whether

"fide"means "x"or ")e). Are any other views provided?
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3-D = oblique - isometric, i.e., so you can see all 3 9.7 Do the views use a color scale to
axes. represent the data?

9.6.1 Are the views labelled? Yes [ ] No [ ]

Explanation of _ item: Are labels such as side, top, Exvlanation of this item: Are varying amplitudes indi-
and end provided with the views to aUow the user to
recognize what angle is being displayed? cated by different colors?

9.7.1 Is the color scale adjustable?9.6.2 What is the number of views that can

be displayed at the same time? Yes [ ] No [ ]

_lanation of this item: Each rotation that can be Explanation ,oftl_ item: To get the most from a given
viewed at the same time counts as one. For example, if set of data, you may want to choose a certain range of
you can view top, end, side, and a 3-d view all at once, amplitudes and assign more or fewer colors to that
the answer is 4. If you can present an indefinite hum- range, or change the level at which one color grades
bet of views, the answer is "Nolimit." into another. Is there a way to do this?

9.6.3 Are the views maximum amplitude 9.7.2 Is a scale other than color available?
composites that are calculated from the indi-
vidual planes of data? Yes [ ] No [ ]

Type (gray, pattern, etc.):
(if not, or if other calculations are also provided, de-
scribe). Explanation of ti_ item: If you want to print, photo-

copy, or fax data, you may need a pattern coding (dots,
Yes [ ] No [ ] bars, gray scale) instead of color. Is one available?

Explanation of _ item: A common way of calculating 9.7.3 If color or any other differentiating
a view is to take the maximum amplitude of all data scales are possible, what are they used for?
points that lie along the projection axis, and assign that

value to the pixel shown. If some other method is used 9.8 Does the graphics tool project the(e.g., slicing along a plane, or showing only the reflect-
ing points closest to the viewer), describe, ultrasonic data along the insonifica-

tion angle?
9.6.4 Does the graphics tool calculate the
composite views each time the user requests Yes [ ] No [ ]
a display?

ExvlanatiQnQf_ i_m: When an angle beam search
Yes [ ] No [ ] unit is used, does the display show the reflected data in

its true angular relation to the part?
ExplanatiQnof _ itfm: Does the software have to

start "fromscratch"each time the view is changed? If 9.9 Does the graphics tool permit the
so, the presentation might be very slow, discouraging user to sequence through the individu-the analyst from using many different views.

al planes of data for a given view?.

Yes[] No[]
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Explanation Qfth_ item: In order to visualize an indi- having the same number of screen units per inch on all
cation, it is sometimes helpful to see a cross section of views that are present on the screen at any given time?
the data at a certain depth, then move the depth up or

down and see how the trace of the indication moves on 9.13 Are tick (fiducial) marks provid-
the screen as the depth is smoothly varied. Is this
possible? ed on all axes?

9.10 Can all or several of the individ- Yes[] No[]
If not, explain.

ual planes of data be displayed (as
separate tiles or windows) at the same Explanation 0f _ item: Does each axis have marks at

regular intervals to indicate the axial measurement
time on the display? values?

Yes [ ] No [ ] 9.14 Are all the axes of the views la-
Explanation of _ i_m: Can you see multiple cross beled in English and/or metric units?
sections at the same time, side-by-side verticallyor
horizontally, on the display?. If so, how many (at the Yes [ ] No [ ]
sametime)?

Explanation of th_ item: Does each axis have numbers
9.11 Are the scales for the axes of the beside the tick marks, indicating the distance of that

tick mark (from some origin)? If only a legend is pro-views equal? (in does the display use the same vided, answer "No"and explain.
number of screen inches per inch of material for both

horizontal and vertical axes) 9.15 Are the labels in scanner or ma-
Yes [ ] No [] terial coordinates?

Explanation of this item: There are various discrepan- Scanner [ ] Material [ ]
des possible between the axes, such as the different
aspect ratios of screen and plotter, different motion Explanation of th_ item: Do the origin and direction
sizes in x and y axes, correlating the time axis in z with of the axis labels correspond to scanner motion, or to
the distance axes in x and y. Does the graphics soft- part coordinates? If the system sets up a new set of
ware take this into account, so that squares look square coordinates with a new origin each time the scanner is
aud circles look round, both on the display and in print- moved to a different area of the part, the answer is
-outs? If the answer is "no', explain. "Scanner." If the system fonowsa consistent set of

coordinates related to some feature on the part, the

9.12 Is an option available to force all answer is "Material." If the system allows you to work
in both coordinate systems interchangeably, check bothscales to be equal when more than one "Scanner"and "MateriaL"

view is presented?
9.16 What is the format of positional

Yes[ ] No[] data?
Explanation of this item: When two or more views are
presented, e.g., side and end, each view might be scaled List the data elements (X, Y, Z, tilt, rotation, etc.).
to fit the screen space available. Is there a way to
prevent this from happening, so that you are sure of Explanation of _ itf:m: e.g., encoder data for each

axis; a spatial tool-point readout from an integrated
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positioner; calculated measurements _om a set of en- select, or enter desired coordinates, or some other
coders, method?

9.17 Does the system record position- 9.21 Does a reduction in the data of
al data that is tagged to each data interest in one view carry over to any

• 9point? other wews.

9.18 How are axis positions converted Yes [ ] No [ ]

to transducer positions? Explanation of this item: Do all views zoom together?
i.e., if you restrict the area to present in one view, do

In the case of X-Y scanning systems, is the encoder all other views (either on the screen or selected subse-
step the same as (or an exact submultiple of) the quently) reflect the same restriction?
position read-eut step? For a multi-axis system, does

positional accuracy delw.nd on the collective positions 9.22 Can you select the displayed sizeof the axes, i.e., are there portions of inspection space
that have better resolution than other portions? of a given image?

Explanation of _ item: For example software may Yes [ ] No [ ]
convert encoder counts to positional numbers with
some round-off error; or noise may cause random _lanation of this item: Given an image that repre-
errors. In a robotic system, position may be guaranteed sents a certain portion of the data, can you retain the
within an envelope, but the readout may be finer than same portion of the data, but display the image larger
the envelope, or the envelope may not be respected (to see more detail) or smaller (to see more images at
under all conditions, once)?

9.19 In the case of a complex multi- 9.23 Does the graphics tool permit the
axis vessel scanner, perform tests to user to move a cursor to individual
verify the positioning of all relevant pixels and obtain additional informa-
axes, including angular position, with- tion on an individual datum?
in a volume.

[]Yes []No
Note: This question involves many detailed measure- [ ] Amplitude
merits,but as the majority of systems do not have this [ ] Position
capability, it is left to be done on a case-by-case basis. [ ] Other:

Exvlanation of _ item: For each kind of information
9.20 Does the graphics tool permit the provided, describe it. e.g., is amplitude given in dB or
user to display a subset of the current as a percent relative to some standard; is position given
image? (thish sometimes called zooming or boxing) in part or scanner coordinates?

Yes[ ] No[ ] 9.24 Does the graphics tool permit the
user to display individual A-scans

Explanation of this item: The default presentation may from the data volume?
not show as much detail as the analyst wishes to see.
Can you select an area of the image and blow it up to
see more detail? Describe: do you use a cursor to Yes [ ] No [ ]
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_Explanationof this item: Can you select a given data 9.28 How is the information (axis la-
point and ask for a presentation of the original A-scan bels, etc.) used to determine where andata from which that point was generated?

indication is located in the material?
9.25 Does the graphics tool permit the
user to easily identify and display A- Explanation of this item: Does the inspector have to

note where the origins are? Should you have photo-
scans of interest from the various graphs? How do you keep from mixing up different

• 9views, data files? Are part coordinates used in taking the
data?

Yes[] No[] 9.29 Is the image resolution at least
Explanation of this item: Given that it is possible to as good as the ultrasonic data resolu-
select and display A-scans, is a tool provided to select tion?
them easily from displayed images?

9.26 Does the graphics tool permit the Yes[] No[]
user to display data from more than Explanation Qf _ item: It should be possible to pres-

one file at a time on the display? ent images to mirror exactly the ultrasonic data taken;
if not, evaluation will suffer needlessly because of in-

Yes [ ] No [ ] ability to interpret the data.

F..xplanationof this item: This can come up in two 9.30 Can the graphics tool map more
ways: 1) you have to move the scanner setup position, than one datum to a given pixel?
and a given indication shows up in both setups, and

therefore in two data sets, and 2) you want to see what Yes [ ] No [ ]
the same area looked like last year or the year before,

and compare it to the present scan on-screen. Explanation 0f _ itfm: Is the image simply a one-to-
one presentation of the data, or can many data points

9.26.1 Does this option include a single view bepresented as one pixel on the screen?
that contains (color coded) data frommore
than one channel or file? 9.30.1 What is the methodused to do this?

(e.g. maximum value, last value, etc.)
Yes[] No[]

Explanation of _ item: In order to present many
Explanation of th_ item: Can the data from two or data points in one pixel, some transformation must be
more files be superimposed to facilitate comparison? done on the data. The easiest but least representative

is to take the value of the data point nearest to the

9.27 Does the graphics tool permit the center of the pixel. The most conservative is to take
user to box across files? the largest nearbyvalue. You could also do linear

interpolation or averaging. Indicate what method

Yes [ ] No [ ] (these or some other) is used.

_Exvlanationof this item: In this case the data files 9.31 Can the graphics tool map a giv-
contain information on the material coordinates of the en datum to more than one pixel?
data and a selection of material of interest can be made

to applyacross any number of files. Yes [ ] No [ ]
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_!anation of this item: Is the image simply a one-to- Explanation of this item: Does the system have a digi-
one presentation of the data, or can one data point be tizer that captures the video (rectified) A-scan presenta-
presented as many pixels on the screen? tion in digital form? The video data can be used to do

softwarethresholdingasdistinctfromanelectronic
9.31.1 What is the method used to do this? gatedalarmrealizedin hardware.
(e.g. data expanded to rectangle of pixels, smoothing,
etc.) 10.4 What is the minimum digitizer

Explanation of this item: In order to present one data sampling interval or maximum digitiz.-
point as many pixels, some transformation must be er frequency?
done on the data. The easiest but least representative
is to use the value of the data point for all the pixels. Explanation of _ item: Indicate the smallest time
You could also do smoothing (linear or other interpola- interval (in nanoseconds) between sampled points, or
tion) between data points. Indicate what method (these the highest frequency (in MHz) at which the digitizer is
or some other) is used. capable of operating. (Not the highest frequency that

can be correctlydigitized, which would be a lower
nmnber.) Indicate whether the sampling is real-time, or

10.0 Digitization time-equivalent sampling.

10.1 Does the system digitize the 10.$ How many bits resolution does
waveform? the digitizer have?

Explanation of this item: Indicate the number of binary
Yes [ ] No [ ] digits used by the digitizer (the sign, if used, is included

as one of the bits).
Explanation of this item: Does the system have a digi-
tizer that captures the A-scan presentation (either RF
or video) in digital form and saves it in a data set?
This means that detailed post-analysis can be done 11.0 Data Acquisition Limitations
without the need for re-scanning the part.

11.1 What is the maximum length of
10.2 Is the RF signal digitized? the digitized A-scan?

Yes [ ] No [ ] Explanation 9f this item: Indicate the largest number
of data points that can be digitized in one A-scan.

Explanation of this _t_em:Does the system have a digi-

tizer that captures the RF (unrectified) A-scan presen- 11.2 What is the maximum number of
rationindigimfor=_If them_signalis¢Ugitized,
more information is available tothe analytical software A=scans in a scan line?
than if onlythe video(rectified)signalis digitized.For
example, SA_gTimage processing and many other anal- Explanation of this item: Indicate the largest number
yses require the, RF waveform, of A-scans that can be s*.oredduring one pass across

the scanned area, between two successive indexes (if the

10.3 Is the video (detected) signal dig- scanningscheme does not involve scans separated by
indexes, explain the scanning scheme and data storage

itized? capacities).

Yes[] _o[1
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11.3 What determines the maximum Explanation of _ item: Check the appropriate limita-

amount of data in a scan line? tion,and if necessary, describe how the limitation oc-
curs.

Explanation of this item: Normally this would be the 11.5.2 If Limited...
product of the amount of data per A-scan times the
number of A-scans. However, there may be other Are the limits set by the data storage medi-
software or storage limitations that cause the amount of um or by the data processing software?
data to be less than that product.

Storage Medium [ ] Processing Software [ ]
11.4 What is the maximum number of

_lanation Qf _ item: If the system uses floppy
scan lines? diskettesor a small hard drive, the storage may be a

limitation; or the software may have a limited buffer
Explanation 0f _ item: What is the greatest number size (data processing limitation).
of indexes that the system can achieve in one setup? If
this depends only on the physical constraints of the

system, the answer is "indefinite." If there are limita- 12.0 Data Typeslions due to storage or software constraints, note and

exp_in. 12.1 What is the header format?
11.$ Is the volume of material that

Exvlanation of _ item: List, attach, or give document
can be inspected during a scan limited reference for the description of the header of the data
by the computer system? sets.

Yes[ ] No[ ] 12.2 What processed data storage op-
tions are available? (Ascii,binary,etc.)?

Explanation of this item: Normally the system should .
be able to inspect all the volume that is physicallyac-

Exvlanation of this item: What kind of data formats
cessible to it. If so, the answer is "No." If the comput-

can data be put in by the system? Particularly, is theer system imposes some limit on the volume that can
be scanned (due to data acquisition, storage, or process- data available only in a machine-specific binary format,
ing constraints) the answer is "Yes." or is it in (or is there an option to convert it to) a

generic format such as ASCH or BCD?

1L5.1 If Limited...
If the volume of material that can be 12.3 Are the equipment settings
inspected during a scan is limited by the attached to the data file itself or saved
computer system, what causes the limitation? in a separate file?

Is the inspection limit determined by limitation on the Attached [ ] Separate [ ]
number of samples in each A-scan, on the number of
A-scans in each scan line, or the number of scan lines Explanation of this item: This is of interest to make
in a scan? sure that if data is to be analyzed off-site, all the neces-

sary identifying information is available.
[ ] Number of Samples
[ ] Number of A-scans
[ ] Number of Scan lines
[ ] A combination of the above (describe):
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12.4 Does the system record all or Yes[] No[]

only some of the equipment settings Explanation,,of this item: Does the documentation tell
that are needed to repeat a measure- you how to interpret the datavalues recorded by the
ment? system?

If only some are recorded, list all those that are neces- 12.8 Is the data format strictly propri-
sary but not recorded, etary, fully public, or something in be-

All [ ] Some [ ] tween?

Explanation of _ item: Ideally, all relevant equip- If it is proprietary, what means are provided for trans-
ment settings are recorded with the inspection data in lafing or exporting it into a non-proprietary format?
computer form. If not, it is vital for the values of the
other settings to be manually recorded at the time of Explanation Qf_ item: The intent is to know what
the examination. These other items are to be listed if the vendor's stance is with regard to third-partyuse of
"Some"is check_ the data, whether they consider their data format as

proprietary and not available for outside review, or do

12.$ Does the system save the equip- theyallow full access to the data?

ment settings in a portable format 12.9 Does the system store RF data?
such as ASCH encoded strings or in
machine specific (binary) format? Ifso,indicatetheformat

Portable[l Specific[] Yes[l No[l
Format: Format:

Explanation of _ item: What kind of data formats Explanation of this item: It is possible that the system
can equipment setting values be put in by the system? digitizes RF (unrectified) data and makes decisions, but
Particularly, are the values available only in a machine- does not store the RF data. If it does not store it, the
specific binary format, or in (or is there an option to answer is "No'; if it does store it, indicate what format

is used. e_., the format may be in character or binaryconvert them to) a genericformat such as ASCII or
BCD? format, 8-bit or 12-bit. If the RF signal is stored, more

information is retained than if only the video (rectified)

12.6 Is the format of the archived s_gudis kept. For example, SAFT image processing
and many other analyses require the RF waveform.

equipment settings given in the system
documentation? 12.10 Does the system store video de-

tected data? u so, indicatethe format,
Yes[} No[]

Yes[] No[]
Explanation of this item: Does the documentation tell

you how to interpret the equipment setting values re- Explanation of thie item: It is possible that the system
corded by the system? digitizes video data and makes decisions, but does not

store the video data. If it does not store it, the answer
12.7 Is the format used to archive the is"No";if it does store it, indicate what format is used.

data given in the documentation? e_, the format may be in character or binary format,
8-bit or 12-bit. Normally the RF rather than the video
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datais stored; however, if video data were used to do Yes [ ] No [ ]
threshold detection in software, it would be appropriate Type:
to store the video data.

Explanation of this item: The reason for the question

12.11 Is the RF or video data portable isto know whether the data taken during part of an
to other machines? e_mlnation can be taken away and processed while

further parts of the e_mlnafion are being done. For
example, 5-1/4 inch floppy, Bernoulli, 40 Mbyte tape

Yes [ ] No [ ] cartridge,9-track reel-to-reel tape, remote data link....

Explanation Qfthis item: Are the values available only 14.1.2 What are the size and media life limi-
in a machine-specific binary format, or in (or is there tations for the medium?
an option to convert them to) a generic format such as
ASCII or BCD?

S_:
Life:

13.0 Processing Options _Lumtionof this item: The size is of concern to
know how many diskettes, tapes, etc. are needed to

13.1 Do data processing options exist carry the data from an examination. The life is of

for the system (e.g. SAFI)? concern to know how often the media need to be
re-copied to ensure continuing archival integrity.

Yes[ ] No [ ] 14.2 Data Availability for Third Party
Explanation of _ item: Are there any special pro- Review
cessing options that go beyond linear functions such as

shrinking, enlarging, or rotating an image? 14.2.1 Is there any type of data which re-
quires physical resomning?.

13.2 Review and describe all data pro-
cessing options by way of example Yes [ ] No [ ]
from the data taken during the evalua-
tion process or other available data. Exptanationof this item: Some systems may only re-

cord data that has been processed in some fashion (e.g.,
a system may only record maximum amplitude data).

Explanation 9f _ item: For example, SAFT, FFT, For such a system, physical rescanning will be required
software video detection. Attach examples of unpro- in order to obtain unprocessed data, such as A-scans.
_ssed and processed data. If this is the case, answer "Yes" and describe. The

purpose of this question is to know whether there is any
sort of information that you might like to have for

14.0 Data Storage And Portabil- evaluation that won't be available after the equipment
ityfI_ird Party Review haslefttheinspectionsite.

14.1 Storage Media/Durability 142.1.1 Describe:

14.L1 Does the system archive data files
onto a removable data storage medium?

Record the type of media used; if none, explain.
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142.2. Does the systemproducedata files 15.3 List any features or problems
that may be used by a second system? with the system that were not previ-

Yes[ ] No[ ] ously covered in this test plan.

Explanation of _ item: The purpose of the question Explanation 9f this item: This is a catch-all question in
is to know whether processing of the data files depends case the layout of the evaluation scheme was inappro-
on having the exact same setup that the vendor supplies priate or insufficient for certain features of the system
for the inspection, or whether it can be done on any being evaluated.

generic computer of compatible type. 15.3.1 Features:

14.2.3 Describe the configurationof hard-
wareand softwareneeded to analyzedata 15.3.2 Problems:

f_m the system. 15.3.3 Peculiarities:

Explanation of this item: What do you need in the way
of hardware and software: indicate what constraints
there are, if any, on the processor type, interface 16.0 Review Checklist
boards, co-pr_es_rs, operating system, etc., for a
system to analyze the data. Explanation of 0d_ item: List the items that may re-

quire particular review when using this system.
14.3 Make a list of recommended

Before and during inspectionchanges for the sake of increased por-
tability of data files. After inspection

Recommendations:
_ _ lit , , , , , lit * Ill * * * * _ _ *

Explanation 9f this item: Some items might be: other

data that should be recorded (scanner placement, setup Bibliography
values, transducer/instrument data); different data

format;more header information; better documenta- Exnlanation of this item: List all books, manuals, etc.
lion. _ for this evaluation.

15.0 Problems/Special Features

15.1 The review of computer-based Glossary
systems will report any potential prob-
lems with systems that are reviewed. ThisGlossary gives special or additional meanings ofthe indicated words, as used in the context of XXX

operation. For basic or general meanings of many
15.2 Limitations of stored data: terms, see the Glossary to the Introductory Volume of

NURE_/CR-5985.
Explanation of this item: List any additional limitations
on data beyond those that have been noted in answers * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
to other questions.
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Index

H_lanation of this item: Provide an index to the sa-
lient features of the evaluation.
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3-D 25-27, 37, 38, 44, 61, 63 Calculation 40, 41, 56
A-scan 1, 6, 7, 10, 17, 25, 30, 31, 38, 40, 54, 56, Calculations 30, 41

59, 61 Calibration 53, 54, 60
Access 1, 23, 54, 56, 59 Changes 25, 62
Accuracy 9 Channels 53
Acoustic 3, 42, 59, 60 Characteristics 21, 25, 47, 54, 59
Acquisition v, 1, 11-13, 15, 17, 23, 27, 40, 47, 50, Characterization v, vi, 63

53, 54, 56, 61 Cm 47, 49, 54
Algorithms 31 Color 10, 11, 25, 28, 29, 32, 54, 56
ABasing 23, 59 Colors 25, 28
Amplifier 5, 13, 60-62 Complex v, 13, 19, 23, 41, 47, 50, 56, 60
Amplitude 4-7, 10, 23, 25, 28, 27-29, 31, 32, 42, Components 7, 31, 47, 51, 54, 56, 59-62

53, 54, 56, 59, 62 Composite 32
Amplitudes 17, 28, 59 Computer 1, iii, v, vi, 1-3, 10-15, 17, 16, 17, 19,
Analog 59 22, 23, 25-28, 30, 32, 38, 42, 47, 49-51,
Analysis iii, v, 1, 11, 13, 23, 42, 47, 49-51, 54, 56, 53, 56, 59-61, 63

59 Configuration 21, 47
Analyst 1, 12, 47, 50 Configurations 12, 19, 54, 57
Analyze 1, 50, 54 Conventional iii, v, 1, 3, 10-13, 19, 23, 25, 27, 28,
AnalyT.ed 50, 59 31, 47, 59, 63
Analyzing 51 Coordinate iii, 7, 8, 7-9, 19, 20, 25-27, 32, 54, 62
Angle v, 4, 9, 15, 20, 21, 25, 27, 29, 32-34, 38, 41, Coordinates 7, 8, 7, 8, 19, 20, 23, 25, 27, 29, 56

50, 56 Couplant 4, 30, 59, 63
Angular 60, 61 Coverage 1, 19
Archiving 17 Crack 32, 41, 50, 54
Array 2, 13, 21, 22, 53, 56, 57, 61, 62 Criterion 23, 61
Attenuation 59 Cross 10, 14, 59, 63
Automated v, 1, 14, 25, 59 CRT 25, 59, 61-63
Automatically 17, 30 Cursor 16, 29
Automating 11, 14 Cylinder 8
Available 10, 19, 23, 25, 28, 31, 47, 50, 54 Cylindrical 8, 9
Averaging 23, 38-40 D-scan 27, 30, 32
Axes iii, 3, 7-9, 13, 19, 20, 27, 29, 31, 60-63 Data iii, v, 1, 2, 5, 6, 8-15, 17, 19-21, 23, 25-29,
Axis 7-9, 13, 19, 20, 23, 25-27, 31, 42, 53, 54, 60, 31, 32, 34-38, 40-42, 47, 49-51, 53, 54,

61, 62, 63 56, 57, 59-63
B-scan 10, 25, 27, 31-35, 55, 54, 59 dB 5, 23, 32, 49, 59
Back 9, 20, 26, 27, 31, 32, 42, 47, 59, 60, 62 Demodulate 59
Bandwidth 5, 47, 49, 59 Depth 5, 8, 10, 20, 25, 28, 29, 31, 40, 42, 47, 49,
Beam 4, 10, 20, 21, 25-29, 31-34, 38, 40, 42, 47, 50, 54, 62

49, 50, 56, 59 Detect 6, 57, 59
Beam steering 21, 56, 59 Detected 5, 20, 23, 27, 28, 32, 50, 57
Bit 23 Detection 2, 4, 6, 15, 23, 25, 28, 31, 47, 53, 54, 59,
Bits 23' 62
Black 28 Detects 6
Black and white 28 Digital 59
Blocks 30, 63 Digitize 13, 17, 23, 59
Boot 4, 59 Digitized 23, 42
Bottom 15, 25-28, 31, 32, 41, 60, 63 Digitizer 13, 23, 30, 31, 47, 56
C-scan 10, 25-27, 29, 31-33, 35, 59 Digitizes 56
Calculated 56 Digitizing 23, 61, 62
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Dimension 9, 31 Hand 1
Dimensional 9, 11, 14, 25, 38, 41, 42, 56, 59 Hard copy 11, 13
Dimensions 29, 31, 50, 54, 56 Hardcopy 54, 60
Display v, 1, 3, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 17, 19, 25-27, 29, Hardware 59

30, 32, 38, 54, 55, 54, 56, 59, 61, 62 Header 25
DMA 23, 59 Hertz 60, 61, 63
Document vi Hole 10, 26, 29, 31, 41, 42, 49, 60
Documentation 14 Holography iii, 42, 60
Documented 2, 49, 53 Horizontal 10, 19, 31, 32, 59
Documents 1 Huygen's 60
Drilled 10, 26-28, 31, 41, 60 I.d. 60
Drive 4, 9, 38 Identify 25
Dual 60 Image iii, v, 1, 9, 10, 25, 32, 38, 41, 42, 47, 49, 50,
Dynamic 5, 13, 21, 23, 61 54, 60
Echo 5, 10, 16, 25, 40, 42, 50, 61, 62 Image Analysis v, 49
Electrical v, 3-5, 38, 60-62 Impedance 5, 59, 60
Element 56, 59, 60, 62 Import 51
Elements 13, 21, 22, 40, 41, 59-62 In-phase 40, 60
Elevation 60, 63 Inch 20
End 6, 7, 15, 20, 21, 26, 27, 29, 32, 34,'35, 49, 53, Inches 20, 47, 54

54, 60 Inclusion 38
Engineering 1, 25 Increment 9, 10, 15, 60
Equal 20, 61 Increments 20, 62
Error 20, 51, 57, 59 Indication 17, 20, 23, 27, 29, 30, 50, 56, 60
Expand 3 Indications v, 21, 27-29, 32, 38, 50
Expands3 Insonify6O
Export 51 Instrument ill, v, 3-5, 10, 11, 13, 23, 53, 59-62
Far 51, 59, 60, 62 Interface 11, 13-15, 60, 61
Fast 23, 61 Interval 6, 7, 59, 60
Features v, 1, 8, 9, 15, 23, 25, 27, 53, 54 Isometric 26, 61, 63
Field v, 1, 4, 21, 42, 50, 53 Items 1
F'dter 5, 23, 54, 63 Joystick 19, 61
Flat 26, 38, 41, 54, 60, 61 Keyboard 11, 13, 14
Flight 5, 7, 23, 25, 56, 62 Labels 25, 29
Format 31, 54, 60 Lateral 47-49
Formats 25, 54 LCD 59, 61
Frequency 4, 5, 21, 23, 31, 47, 59-63 Limit 59
Front 5-7, 26, 38, 47, 60 Limitation 54
Gain 5, 10, 13, 15, 23, 53, 60 Limitations 1, 2, 53, 54, 57
Gate 6, 7, 15, 16, 15-17, 26, 27, 60 Limited iii, 23, 50
Gel 3, 4, 63 Limits 49, 50, 59, 61, 62
Geometric 25, 30, 57 Linear v, 5, 10, 19, 21, 22, 60-62
Geometries v, 14 List 11, 14
Geometry 14, 25, 38, 54, 56 Location 10, 23, 38, 40, 41, 47, 56
Gimbal 9, 19, 60 Logarithmic 5, 23, 59, 61
Graphic 28 Machine 17, 25, 51
Graphical 11, 14, 25 Main bang 4, 6, 7, 61, 62
Graphics 11, 16 Map 26, 27, 31, 32
Gray 28, 47 Mass storage 13, 61
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Material v, vi, ".;,4, 27, 38, 47, 49, 59-61 Points v, 7, 8, 15, 20, 38, 47, 54, 56
Materials 61 Position 7, 9, 10, 14-16, 20, 25, 26, 29, 32, 38, 56,
Maximum 6, 20, X_ 23, 31, 32 60
Measure 61 Positional 21
Measured 15, 56, 60 Potential 2, 20, 51, 53, 56
Measuring 38, 49 Pre-amp 62
Media 17, 51, 53 Principle 60
Medium 3, 7, 51 Printer 11, 13, 25
Megahertz 61 Problems 17, 23, 51
Memory 23, 51, 59 Procedure 49, 53
Method v, 4, 10, 14, 25, 29, 31, 44, 59 Procedures iii, 49-51
Methods v, 10, 12, 25, 31, 59 Process 1, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 23, 40, 47, 49-51,
Minimum 23, 50 54, 62, 63
Mm 38, 47 Processed 23, 25, 40, 41, 47, 49, 54, 56, 62
Monitor vi, 6, 7, 12, 23, 61 Processing v, 1-3, 6, 12, 13, 25, 30, 31, 40-42, 54,
Multl-axis 13, 19 56, 60, 61
Multiple v, 1, 13, 21, 54 Project 38
Multiple Transducers v, 1 Projection 25, 27, 29, 63
Multiplexer 13, 22, 61 Projections 26, 27, 30
Multiplexor 61 Projects v
Near surface 61 Pulser 3-5, 12, 13, 20, 22, 23, 56, 61-63
Noise 5, 7, 10, 22, 23, 25, 31, 32, 38, 40, 50, 62 Radio 62
Number v, 4, 7, 15, 21, 25, 28, 40, 60 Range 5, 9, 10, 13, 23, 60-62
Nyquist 23, 61 Receiver 3, 5, 6, 12, 13, 15, 23, 56, 62
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